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BOSTON - The joint venture of Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff, Bechtel Infrastructure Corp., and PB Americas, Inc., f/k/a Parsons
Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas, Inc. ("Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff"), the management consultant to the Central Artery/Tunnel
Project ("the Big Dig") has agreed to pay over $407 million to resolve its criminal and civil liabilities in connection with the collapse
of part of the I-90 Connector Tunnel ceiling and defects in the slurry walls of the Tip O'Neill tunnel. In addition, 24 Section Design
Consultants-other contractors who worked on various parts of the project--have agreed to pay an additional $51 million to resolve
certain cost recovery issues associated with the design of the Big Dig. In total, the United States and the Commonwealth will
recover $458 million, including interest.
United States Attorney Michael J. Sullivan, Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley, Theodore L. Doherty III, Special
Agent in Charge of the New England Regional Office of the U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of Inspector General,
Warren T. Bamford, Special Agent-in-Charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, New England Field Division and Colonel
Mark Delaney, Superintendent of the Massachusetts State Police, announced today that Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff has
entered into a global agreement with the United States and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to pay $399 million to satisfy
the aforementioned criminal and civil claims as well as certain miscellaneous cost recovery items.

The majority of the $458 million will be held in a new state Central Artery/Tunnel Project Repair and Maintenance Trust Fund to
provide for future non-routine repairs and maintenance of the Big Dig. It is anticipated that future recoveries from Big Dig
contractors will also be deposited into this fund. Special state legislation was signed into law this month establishing the Fund.
Including payments made pursuant to a plea agreement with Aggregate Industries in the summer of 2007, total recoveries related
to the Big Dig now exceeds $500 million.

The Agreement includes a statement of facts which details the basis for liability by Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff. Additionally, the
Agreement does not release Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff from liability for any future catastrophic events which occur within the
next ten years. Today's Agreement provides that if a future catastrophic event relating to the CA/T Project causes more than $50
million in damages, the federal and state governments retain the right to sue Bechtel and PB. For the next 10 years (through
October 2017), Bechtel and PB waive their right to statute of limitations and other time-based procedural defenses to a
catastrophic event claim. If the government sued based on a future catastrophic event, damages would be capped at $100 million
per event and the suit would be resolved by binding arbitration.

In addition, Bechtel and Parsons Brinckerhoff are also required to enact corporate compliance programs that are designed to
prevent any similar conduct from occurring on future public construction projects. Bechtel and Parsons Brinkerhoff both agree to
full reviews of their corporate business ethics and quality assurance programs, in order to strengthen those programs, improve
ethics and quality training for employees, and prevent the types of lapses that occurred on the Big Dig from happening again in
future projects.

The Agreement also requires Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff to conduct an internal investigation and report to the federal and state
governments if that investigation reveals any construction defects that might lead to the type of catastrophe that occurred on July
10, 2006 when part of the ceiling collapsed in the I-90 Connector Tunnel. Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff has 180 days to submit
that report. Finally, as noted above, the global resolution includes $51 million in payments by SDCs and their insurers to address
cost recovery claims.

The Agreement preserves the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) independent decision making authority and allows it to
take any appropriate administrative actions against responsible parties. The Agreement precludes additional administrative action
by the Commonwealth as long as the parent corporations comply with their respective compliance agreements.

The statement of facts included in the Agreement addresses the conduct of Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff in four different areas.
First, Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff has acknowledged serious failures in its obligations to manage construction of the I-93 slurry
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walls. Particularly, Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff allowed construction contractors, such as Modern Continental Construction, to
place concrete for the slurry walls when construction specifications had not been met. Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff failed to
complete the required documentation noting these construction deficiencies and failed to have the deficiencies corrected.
Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff had knowledge of significant defects in the slurry walls and allowed those defects to go unrepaired
or to be inadequately repaired, even after the I-93 tunnel was open to traffic and Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff had certified the
tunnel's safety and proper construction. Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff has acknowledged that documents submitted to the Central
Artery/Tunnel Project certifying the safety and substantial completion of the I-93 mainline tunnel were not true and accurate.

Second, Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff has acknowledged certain failures regarding its oversight responsibilities concerning the
construction of the ceiling in the portal area of the I-90 Connector Tunnel. Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff observed epoxy bolts that
were failing to withstand the load of the ceiling panels and were creeping out of the roof, but failed to adequately investigate the
cause of such failures or to correct the problem. Similarly, Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff has acknowledged that documents
submitted to the Central Artery/Tunnel Project certifying the safety and substantial completion of the I-90 Connector Tunnel were
not true and accurate.

Third, Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff also acknowledges its failure to adequately fulfill  its construction management obligations
relating to contract modifications. Particularly, Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff failed to assure the accuracy of contractors' records
on time and material slips thereby resulting in overpayments to be made to contractors who misrepresented the classification of
apprentice workers as journeymen who were paid at higher rates. Three individuals employed by Massachusetts Electric
Construction Company, a Big Dig contractor, have been convicted in federal court for submitting false claims in connection with
overbilling apprentice labor at journeymen rates.

Fourth, Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff has acknowledged its failure to meet its oversight obligations with respect to the delivery and
use of non-specification in concrete Big Dig structures including the I-93 mainline tunnel slurry walls by Aggregate Industries
Northeast Region, Inc. Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff failed to institute concrete testing protocols at the construction site as well as
in the materials lab to determine that all concrete delivered to the Project met CA/T specifications and was placed pursuant to
CA/T procedures. Aggregate Industries pled guilty last summer in federal court to a criminal Information charging Aggregate with
conspiracy to defraud the United States through the submission of false claims for payment. In May 2006, six managers of
Aggregate were indicted for their participation in the scheme and are awaiting trial in federal court.

United States Attorney Michael J. Sullivan said, "Today's settlement with Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff is continuing evidence of
our commitment to vigorously investigate and prosecute those who have perpetrated a fraud on American taxpayers. It is critically
important that federal and state tax dollars needed to fund important public works projects, like the Big Dig, are safeguarded
against waste, fraud and corruption." Sullivan concluded, "Our work is not done. As I have said in the past, we will dedicate the
resources and time necessary to complete a comprehensive review and investigation of the Big Dig Project. I can assure you that
there will be no stone left unturned."

"We believe that today's global agreement is the best possible resolution for the Commonwealth and for the federal government.
This investigation was complex and involved a number of complicated issues, and the collaboration among state and federal
agencies in order to reach this outcome is unprecedented," said Attorney General Coakley. "All the while, we have been ever
mindful that Milena Del Valle lost her life on July 10, 2006. Today's landmark agreement with Bechtel, Parsons Brinkerhoff, and
other contractors allows us to resolve criminal and civil claims, to provide for future repairs, and to ensure the future safety of the
Big Dig tunnels."

"It is important to ensure that taxpayers' investments in the construction and management of large transportation projects are
protected from false claims that undermine public confidence in the integrity of our Nation's transportation system," said Theodore
L. Doherty III, Special Agent-in-Charge, U.S. Department of Transportation's Office of Inspector General. "This settlement is the
culmination of several investigations involving tireless work by Office of Inspector General agents and our law enforcement
colleagues on the Big Dig Task Force, especially the U.S. Attorney's Office. We will continue to work with the Federal Highway
Administration and the U.S. Department of Justice to promote the detection and prosecution of fraudulent schemes involving
Federal transportation funds."

Warren T. Bamford, Special Agent-in- Charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, New England Field Division said, "Those
who commit fraud and abuse against government programs will be aggressively investigated. These practices were completely
irresponsible and an affront to the American public."

The investigation which led to today's Agreement was commenced after there was a breach in a slurry wall panel in the I-93
mainline tunnel in September 2004. At that time, the U.S. Attorney's Office established The Big Dig Task Force which has been
largely staffed by investigators employed by the United States Department of Transportation, Office of Inspector General, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Massachusetts State Police, and by prosecutors employed by the Massachusetts Attorney
General's Office and the United States Attorney's Office. In February 2005, the Massachusetts Attorney General's Office assumed
responsibility for cost recovery efforts related to Big Dig matters. Immediately after the July 11, 2006 tunnel ceiling collapse, The
Attorney General's Office commenced a criminal investigation of that fatal incident. The Attorney General's Office has worked
closely with the Big Dig Task Force to reach today's Agreement with Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff.

This matter was handled by Assistant U.S. Attorneys Fred M. Wyshak, Jr., Jeffrey M. Cohen, Anthony E. Fuller and Eugenia M.
Carris of Sullivan's Public Corruption Unit as well as by Special Assistant Attorney General Paul Ware and more than a dozen
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attorneys and other staff from the Massachusetts Attorney General's Office. The case was investigated by the New England
Regional Office of the U.S. Department of Transportation, Office of Inspector General, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, New
England Field Division, as well as the Massachusetts State Police assigned to the Attorney General's Office.

View the Big Dig Global Agreement documents (including all exhibits to the Agreement):

Master Agreement (PDF)  1MB

Exhibit A, Statement of Facts (PDF) 

Exhibit B, Cost Recovery Issues (PDF) 

Exhibit C, Wiss Janney Stem to Stern Audit (PDF) 

Exhibit D, City of Boston Signed Release (PDF) 

Exhibit E, Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority Signed Release (PDF) 

Exhibit F, Relator Joint Stipulation of Dismissal (PDF) 

Exhibit G, Bechtel Infrastructure's Corporate Compliance Program Agreement (PDF) 

Exhibit H, PB Americas, Inc.'s Corporate Compliance Program Agreement (PDF) 

Exhibit I, Section Design Consultants (SDC) Agreement (PDF)  3MB

View a PDF chart illustrating where the funds originated and where the funds will be distributed:

Settlement Funds chart (PDF) 

View a one-page summary outlining the Big Dig Global Agreement:

Big Dig Summary (PDF) 

Listen to the press conference audio from January 23, 2008:

Big Dig Global Agreement Press Conference (MP3)  18MB
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EXHIBIT A 

The facts below are set out for the purposes of this agreement only.  They are not a 

complete recitation of all of the facts known to the United States or the Commonwealth 

(e.g., the actions and culpability of Powers Fasteners, Inc.) and shall not constitute 

admissions by the United States or the Commonwealth for any purpose whatsoever.  The 

Commonwealth and the United States are in possession of additional information and 

evidence, including testimony before one or more grand juries that would further amplify 

and provide context for the statements set forth below. 

 
Construction Management Failures With Respect to  

Slurry Wall Construction 
 

1. As the Management Consultant to the MHD and the MTA on the CA/T Project, 

B/PB, was responsible for, among other items, managing the design and 

construction of the Project.  B/PB was retained by the Commonwealth based upon 

B/PB’s national and international reputation for excellence.  In 1998, the CA/T 

Project implemented an Integrated Project Organization (“IPO”).  B/PB’s 

responsibilities continued to be controlled by the contractual work programs with 

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

2. As part of its responsibilities, B/PB maintained a Resident Engineer’s Field Office 

(“RE’s Office”) for most major construction contracts.  B/PB employees who 

worked in the RE’s Offices were responsible for overseeing and monitoring the 

construction contractors’ compliance with the construction contract.  Field 

Engineers assigned to the RE’s Office were the B/PB employees primarily 

responsible for the day-to-day monitoring of the construction contractors’ 
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activities.  Field Engineers reported to a B/PB Resident Engineer, who was the 

head of the RE’s Office and the person responsible for B/PB’s performance.  The 

major responsibilities of the RE’s Office were set out in a document called the 

Resident Engineer’s Manual.  B/PB’s contract required that it develop and 

maintain the Resident Engineer’s Manual, and that the services of the RE’s Office 

be provided in accordance with that manual and other project procedures.  

3. As part of its responsibilities, B/PB was responsible for verifying and certifying 

that construction contractors performed and completed their work pursuant to the 

terms and specifications of their respective construction contracts as a prerequisite 

to the final payment.  

4. Approximately 15 – 20 % of the payments that construction contractors received 

for the construction of the I-93 tunnel were payments to construct the tunnel 

walls.  Often, CA/T tunnel walls were constructed using a building method known 

as “slurry wall construction.”  “Slurry” is a viscous liquid ordinarily containing 

bentonite clay which holds excavations open prior to concrete placement.  

Contract specifications stated that concrete placement could not occur on a slurry 

wall construction unless the slurry itself was within certain specified tolerances.  

The tolerances were specified by the designers of the tunnel in order to help 

ensure that the walls were constructed properly.  Most of the tunnel walls on the I-

93 mainline tunnel contracts were slurry walls. 

5. B/PB oversaw and monitored construction compliance by the construction 

contractors by creating a reporting protocol which required certain documents to 

be completed prior to the commencement of certain construction activities.  This 
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reporting protocol also required the documentation of construction deficiencies to 

assure that those deficiencies were properly addressed by the construction 

contractors and B/PB.  Field Engineers were required to record significant 

activities and observations in Field Engineer Daily Reports (FEDRs).  Any 

problems with construction noted in the FEDRs were to be investigated and 

addressed by the RE’s Office.  Under certain circumstances defined by the RE’s 

Manual, a “Deficiency Report” (“DR”) documenting deviations from contract 

specifications and/or procedures by the construction contractors was to be issued 

by B/PB.  These reports were generally completed by one of B/PB’s Field 

Engineers or the Resident Engineer.  DRs were not supposed to be “closed out” 

until the particular deficiency was corrected.   

6. B/PB field personnel were required to assure that “concrete placement cards” 

were properly filled out by the construction contractors and a representative from 

B/PB.  Concrete placement cards were filled out for every concrete placement on 

the CA/T project.  When the construction contractors were pouring concrete for a 

slurry wall, the concrete placement card was known as a “Reinforced Slurry Wall 

Concrete Placement Card” or “SPTC/Reinforced Slurry Wall Inspection & 

Concrete Placement Card.”  The purpose of the concrete placement card was to 

document that all inspections had been completed by the construction contractors’ 

inspectors as well as B/PB’s Field Engineers prior to the placement of concrete.  

With respect to slurry walls, the concrete placement card was to assure that the 

specific inspections and construction procedures necessary to the proper 

construction of a slurry wall panel had been completed.  Project procedures stated 
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that the construction contractor was not authorized to place concrete if either the 

construction contractors or B/PB failed to complete the concrete placement card 

properly.   

7. As part of its responsibilities, B/PB RE’s Offices were required to respond to 

inquiries by the construction contractors.  At times, construction contractors were 

required to fill out a “Non-conformance Report” (“NCR”), which like a DR, 

documented the construction contractors’ deviations from contract specifications 

and/or procedures.  Unlike DRs that were completed by B/PB personnel, NCRs 

were completed by the construction contractors.  When alerted to a deficiency by 

the construction contractors, the RE’s Office was required to assure that the 

reported deficiency was properly corrected.  If the construction contractors did not 

know how to handle a deficiency or wanted to deviate from contract 

specifications, the construction contractors could present to the RE’s Office a 

“Request for Information” (“RFI”), which documented the construction 

contractors’ requests for authorization to deviate from contract specifications 

and/or make a repair to work that failed to meet contract specifications.  An RFI 

required a response from B/PB sufficient to resolve the inquiry. 

The C17A1 Contract 

8. C17A1 was one of the CA/T “mainline tunnel” contracts which encompassed the 

northbound lanes of Interstate 93 (“I-93”) from Congress Street to High Street in 

Boston and the southbound lanes of I-93 from High Street to Oliver Street.  A 

major part of the contract included the construction of the tunnel walls.  Modern 

Continental Construction (“MCC”) was the construction contractor on C17A1. 
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9. On April 2, 1999, MCC placed concrete for slurry wall Panel EO-45.  Panel EO-

45 is located on the east wall of the I-93 northbound tunnel and was part of the 

slurry wall construction on C17A1.  There were several problems with the 

installation of Panel EO-45.  B/PB field personnel and subconsultants observed 

that MCC could not remove an obstruction in the trench, as required by contract 

specifications.  B/PB field personnel allowed MCC to proceed with work despite 

knowing about the obstruction.  The failure to remove the obstruction and the 

material encased by the obstruction resulted in a major structural defect in Panel 

EO-45. Moreover, as a result of the obstruction, MCC altered the reinforcing steel 

cage (“rebar cage”) designed for Panel EO-45 without authorization from the 

designer.  B/PB field personnel knew it was improper to make any alteration to 

the rebar cage without final approval from a designer, but allowed the alteration 

nevertheless.  As a result of the obstruction and/or the altered rebar cage, MCC 

could not properly place the concrete into the trench.  As a direct consequence a 

large seam of unsound material became a part of Panel EO-45.  B/PB did not 

issue a DR or otherwise flag the defect for further examination at a later date. 

10. Despite knowing that Panel EO-45 was improperly constructed, MCC submitted a 

bill for payment for the construction in 1999.  Because it had personnel at the site 

at the time the concrete was placed, B/PB should have known that the Panel had 

not been properly constructed.  Furthermore, B/PB personnel or subconsultants 

documented the construction defects in Project files.  Nevertheless, other B/PB 

personnel authorized payment for Modern’s services despite the fact that Panel 

EO-45 had not been constructed in accordance with contract specifications. 
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11.  In or about December 2001, MCC identified a leak and a large defect in the 

slurry wall at Panel EO-45 and reported it to B/PB through an NCR.  At or about 

that time, MCC also submitted an RFI requesting authorization for a suggested 

repair to the defect in Panel EO-45.  B/PB requested additional information, 

which MCC failed to provide.  Nevertheless, B/PB closed the RFI.  The defect in 

the slurry wall panel was not properly repaired at that time nor was a repair 

procedure authorized for it. 

12. Despite these opportunities, B/PB did not verify that MCC repaired the defect in 

Panel EO-45 according to repair procedures and B/PB did not issue a DR or any 

other documentation to address the problem.  Despite documents maintained in 

Project files which indicate that the defect was not properly repaired, B/PB took 

no action, such as recouping payments or withholding additional retainage, and 

continued to authorize payment for MCC’s work. 

13.  On September 15, 2004, the defect in slurry wall panel EO-45 burst and caused 

severe flooding of the roadway.  This flooding created a public hazard that 

required closure of one lane of the I-93 northbound tunnel during peak hours and 

resulted in extensive traffic delays. 

14. Inspection of all the slurry walls in the entire mainline tunnel conducted by B/PB 

subsequent to the Panel EO-45 “breach” revealed slightly over 200 unrepaired or 

inadequately repaired defects.  Two were determined to be major (E0-45 and 

MW-85A), approximately 67 moderate, and approximately 142 minor requiring 

patching.  C17A1 contained approximately 39 of these defects.  Subsequent 
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repairs of these defects and other work required nighttime lane closures of the I-

93 tunnel for several years.  

15. During that inspection process, B/PB noted another major structural defect in a 

slurry wall (a large seam of unsound material).  That defect was in Panel MW-

85A and had been previously detected and documented by B/PB personnel but 

had never been properly addressed.  The defect in Panel MW-85A caused a leak 

in the slurry wall in January 2004. 

16. Approximately 230 concrete slurry wall panels were constructed on C17A1 

between 1998 and 2001.  Of these, approximately 210 of the concrete placement 

cards were not properly completed by B/PB and MCC.  A review of the concrete 

placement cards reveals a systemic failure to meet contractual specifications, 

including slurry specifications, before concrete was placed.   

17. On or about and between April 22, 2002 and June 20, 2002, B/PB and MCC 

executed “Certificates of Beneficial Occupancy” for the C17A1 contract 

reflecting that the work was complete to the point that the MTA or a third party 

could safely occupy the area.  

18. On or about and between January 18, 2003 and March 21, 2003, B/PB and MCC 

executed a “Certificate of Substantial Completion” reflecting the substantial 

completion of C17A1 according to contract specifications.  This part of the I-93 

northbound tunnel was opened to the public on March 27, 2003.  

19. These Certificates of Beneficial Occupancy and Substantial Completion, which 

certified that the I-93 tunnel was safe for occupancy by third parties and built to 

specifications, were not true and accurate because documents prepared by B/PB 
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employees or its subconsultants and maintained in Project files demonstrated that 

B/PB knew that some of the slurry walls in the I-93 tunnel were not built 

according to contract specifications. 

20. A review of project records by those B/PB individuals responsible for executing 

the Certificates of Beneficial Occupancy and Substantial Completion would have 

revealed the inaccuracy of the representations contained therein. 

July 10, 2006 Ceiling Collapse 

21. At about 11:01 p.m. on Monday, July 10, 2006, Angel and Milena Del Valle were 

traveling eastbound in the left lane of the Interstate 90 (I-90) connector tunnel to 

the Ted Williams Tunnel in Boston, Massachusetts when a section of the concrete 

suspended ceiling in the connector tunnel collapsed and struck their vehicle.  

Milena Del Valle, who was occupying the front passenger seat, was killed, and 

Angel Del Valle was injured. 

22. The concrete panels in this section of the suspended ceiling were held in place by 

steel frames which were supported by adjustable hanger rods connected to roof 

brackets.  The brackets were attached to the tunnel roof by stainless steel bolts 

that were held in place by an epoxy adhesive.  This system was used in the 

eastern-most section of all three bores of the I-90 connector tunnel and 

intermittently throughout the remainder of the tunnel. 

23. Gannett Fleming (“Gannett”) was the designer responsible for the final design of 

the suspended ceiling system in the I-90 connector tunnel.  MCC was the 

contractor responsible for constructing the suspended ceiling system in the I-90 

connector tunnel.  Both Gannett and MCC were dependent upon the availability 
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of accurate and truthful representations regarding the epoxy from the 

manufacturer, Powers Fasteners, Inc. (“Powers”). 

24. The epoxy that was used to suspend the ceiling was Power-Fast, Fast Set (item ## 

8402 and 8422), a product marketed by Powers and sometimes labeled as NRC-

1000 Gold, item # 8431 (herein collectively referred to as “Power-Fast, Fast 

Set”).  Powers also sold an epoxy under the name Power-Fast, Standard Set. 

25. Gannett’s design for the suspended ceiling for the easternmost section of the I-90 

connector tunnel was finalized in October 1998.  The specifications called for the 

use of a chemical adhesive type anchor system.  Gannett prepared those 

specifications after being informed by a B/PB representative in January 1997 that 

there was a “Project wide” directive prohibiting the use of undercut anchors.  

There was never such a formal directive. 

26. MCC produced to B/PB a series of submittals concerning the epoxy anchor 

system between May and November 1999.  These submittals indicated that MCC 

intended to use Powers’ Power-Fast epoxy, without indicating whether it intended 

to use Fast Set or Standard Set.  Gannett was the primary reviewer of these 

submittals and B/PB was the secondary reviewer.  Gannett assigned review codes 

to these submittals that, according to written project procedures, should have 

precluded construction without an approved submittal. 

27. Yet, B/PB’s RE did not follow project procedures and allowed MCC to undertake 

the work without approved submittals, although the approvals were ultimately 

obtained. 
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28. MCC began work on the epoxy anchor system in the connector tunnel portal area 

ceiling by drilling holes in June 1999 and had completed nearly all of the work by 

the end of 1999 using Power-Fast, Fast Set.   

29. At the end of December 1999, MCC submitted to B/PB revised versions of its 

submittals.  Again, Gannett was the primary reviewer and B/PB was the 

secondary reviewer.  Gannett and B/PB gave these submittals a code that allowed 

work to proceed.  The work required by the final, approved submittals did not 

differ from the work required by the initial submittals.  These submittals had as an 

attachment a draft report prepared for the International Conference of Building 

Officials (“ICBO”) that indicated that Power-Fast, Standard Set, epoxy was 

permitted to be used for “long-term live load, dead load [such as the I-90 

connector tunnel’s suspended ceiling], and short term loads . . .” but that Power-

Fast, Fast Set, is permitted to be used for short-term loads such as those resulting 

from wind or earthquake forces.  Both Gannett and B/PB failed to comprehend 

the limitation regarding Fast Set.     

30. In the fall of 1999, representatives from B/PB and MCC observed five locations 

where epoxy anchors used to hold the suspended ceiling in place had migrated or 

displaced from the roof of the tunnel approximately one month after they were 

first installed.  These particular anchors were among the earliest that Modern 

installed, and used to support the mock-up ceiling modules.  The failed anchors 

caused B/PB to issue a Deficiency Report (“DR-1”) to MCC.   

31.  B/PB instructed MCC to conduct a physical inspection of the anchors with 

Powers to determine the cause of the problem.  Powers representatives met onsite 
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with MCC and B/PB representatives on two occasions in October, 1999.  Powers 

failed to offer any conclusions why the anchors had pulled out, but did offer 

potential explanations, and recommended replacing the failed anchors and re-

testing them.  At no time did Powers disclose that Fast Set was unsafe for the 

tunnel application. 

32. B/PB representatives exchanged e-mails in the weeks that followed indicating that 

they had not been able to identify a specific reason that the anchors in question 

had pulled out.  The R.E. concluded that it was likely a combination of reasons.  

B/PB representatives also expressed a need to identify exactly which epoxy was 

being used in the suspended ceiling and to obtain its “track record.”  B/PB did 

determine that Power Fast epoxy was being used but failed to appreciate the 

difference between Fast Set and Standard Set or to determine that Fast Set was 

unsafe for this application.  

33. In early 2000, B/PB ordered Modern to re-test the anchors in the area of those that 

failed using a heavier load.  Modern was also directed to test the anchors that had 

been installed in the HOV tunnel toward the east portal.  Any anchors that failed 

were to be replaced.   

34. From testing information, B/PB concluded that there had been “a learning curve” 

of installation of the anchors, and it closed DR-1 without testing anchor bolts in 

other areas of the tunnel bores and still unaware of the differences between Fast 

Set and Standard Set epoxy. 
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35. The anchor bolts in the area of the tunnel where the failure occurred were 

installed soon after the anchors installed in the HOV mock up area were pull 

tested.  Thus, a “learning curve” explanation was flawed. 

36. Additional observations of anchor bolt displacements were made by several B/PB 

field engineers in 2001 and 2002, although the bolts had passed the testing 

protocol using heavier loads put in place after DR-1.  B/PB instructed MCC to 

replace and retest these bolts, with only a cursory evaluation of the epoxy itself 

and no consideration of the reopening of DR-1. 

37. B/PB did not implement any formal monitoring program to identify additional 

displacement of epoxy anchor bolts.  Nor did B/PB alert the MTA to the problem 

of bolts pulling out of the ceiling when it “turned over” the I-90 connector tunnel, 

thereby representing that the work was completed and consistent with all contract 

requirements.  

38. On or about and between June 17, 2004 and August 9, 2004, B/PB and MCC 

executed “Certificates of Substantial Completion” reflecting the substantial 

completion of C09B2 according to contract specifications. 

39. The I-90 Connector Tunnel was opened to the public on January 18, 2003 

pursuant to various “Certificates of Beneficial Occupancy” executed by B/PB and 

MCC on or about and between September 13, 1999 and January 2003 reflecting 

that work was complete such that the MTA or a third party could safely occupy 

and utilize that tunnel area for its intended purpose. 

40. These Certificates of Beneficial Occupancy and Substantial Completion certified 

that the connector tunnel was safe for occupancy by third parties and built to 
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specification.  The Certificates were not true and accurate because a draft report 

prepared for the ICBO and attached to documents maintained in the Project files, 

if properly understood, indicated that potential anchor displacement would occur 

with the Fast Set formulation of the epoxy.  B/PB should have required further 

investigation of the epoxy used in the tunnel ceiling system.  Instead, B/PB relied 

on recommendations and information supplied by Powers, which failed to alert 

B/PB or Project personnel to the displacement problem. 

41. A review of project records by those B/PB individuals responsible for executing 

the Certificates of Beneficial Occupancy and Substantial Completion, if they had 

ascertained the significance of the draft report prepared for the ICBO, would have 

revealed the probable inaccuracy of the representations made by B/PB in signing 

the certificates. 

42. The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) determined that the cause of 

the ceiling collapse was the use of an epoxy anchor adhesive with poor “creep 

resistance,” that is, an epoxy formulation that was not capable of sustaining long-

term loads inherent in the suspended ceiling design.  This characteristic had been 

identified for Power-Fast, Fast Set epoxy in the draft report prepared for the ICBO 

which was attached to a December 1999 project submittal. 

43. B/PB, among others, failed to account for creep resulting from the epoxy adhesive 

in the anchor system as a long-term failure mode in the I-90 connector tunnel. 

44. In 1992, a B/PB engineer working on the CA/T Project had warned his superiors 

about the possibility of creep of the epoxy anchor bolts being used in the Ted 

Williams Tunnel’s suspended ceiling system. 
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45. Documents in the possession of B/PB in December 1999 reveal that B/PB noted 

that more information should be obtained about epoxy creep.  No one from B/PB 

obtained creep test results for the epoxy from Powers. 

Failure to Provide Oversight on Time and Material Billing 

46. Generally, contracts on the CA/T project were fixed price contracts.  Frequently, 

fixed price contracts were subsequently modified to provide for unanticipated 

additional work.  Much of this additional work was paid on a “time and material” 

basis.  This meant that the general contractor and its subcontractors (hereinafter 

“contractors”) were paid by the CA/T for actual expenses plus 10% for overhead 

and an additional 10% for profit. 

47. This time and materials work was generated by changes to the original contract by 

the CA/T.  When changes to a contract, known as “contract modifications,” were 

not bid at a specific price due to the uncertain scope of the new work or some 

other reason, they were tracked through the calculation of the actual costs 

incurred by the contractor performing the work.  Thus, contractors were required 

by their contracts with MHD to detail the actual expenses they incurred in 

performing the work on a form titled, “Daily Report – Labor, Material & 

Equipment Form.” This form was commonly referred to as a “T & M” or “time 

and materials” slips. 

48. Contractors were required to report on each time and materials slip the hours 

worked by each tradesperson and the classification of that tradesperson.  The 

classification of each tradesperson determined the rate of pay for that tradesperson 

and, therefore, determined the amount of money that the contractors were paid for 
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that tradesperson’s time.  For example, an apprentice tradesperson is billed at a 

lower hourly rate than a journeyman.  The contractor certified the accuracy of the 

information contained within the T & M slip.  Pursuant to the terms of all CA/T 

general construction contracts and the Resident Engineer’s Manual, B/PB’s 

Resident Engineer’s Office was required to verify that the information contained 

within the T & M slip was substantively correct.   

49. It was a part of B/PB’s contractual obligations after October 1, 2001 to provide 

qualified personnel to staff the Project’s “Claims and Changes Department.”  

Under the MTA’s management, supervision and direction, the personnel 

administered payments to contractors including payments for time and materials 

work.  The Claims and Changes Department was responsible to review the claims 

for accuracy and approve the claims for payment. 

50. Contractors submitted thousands of T&M slips to the Claims and Changes 

Department in support of claims for payment due to claimed changes in the 

contract.  Contractors also submitted spread sheets, summarizing the information 

contained on the T&M slips in support of the T&M packet. 

51. Contractors at times incorrectly recorded, and certified as accurate, apprentice 

workers as journeymen workers on T&M slips, thereby inflating the cost of the 

work performed on the T&M slips.  A review of the certified payroll submitted by 

the contractor to the CA/T, to which the Claims and Changes Department or B/PB 

could request access, would have uncovered the false information. 

52. Contractors at times incorrectly submitted summary spread sheets that failed to 

record accurately the number of apprentices as having worked on T&M contract 
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modifications, when in fact apprentices had performed some of the work.  A 

review of the T&M slips submitted in support of these spread sheets would have 

revealed the false information contained on the spread sheet.  B/PB’s Resident 

Engineer’s Office failed to perform its obligations in this regard. 

53.   B/PB on certain occasions failed to adequately review the T&M packets, 

including the spread sheets and supporting T&M slips, and including reviewing 

certified payrolls for the contractors.  As result, certain contractors received some 

inflated payments that they were not entitled to receive. 

Failure to Provide Quality Assurance Regarding Concrete 

54.   Aggregate Industries supplied approximately 60% of the concrete used on 

the CA/T project. The vast majority of this concrete was placed in the 

project's tunnel walls, roofs and roadbeds. 

55. The CA/T project established specifications for concrete depending on the 

particular application involved. Further, the CA/T project precluded the 

addition of water to concrete, for most applications, once the concrete had been 

batched at the concrete plant and generally required that the concrete be placed 

within ninety minutes of batching.  

56.   B/PB's contractual obligations required B/PB field engineers to be present 

for concrete placements involving tunnel structures. Further, B/PB was 

obligated to perform a variety of sampling tests at the work site as well as at a 

materials lab to verify that the concrete met contract specifications. 

57.   From approximately 1996 through 2004, Aggregate Industries engaged in a 

scheme to deliver non-specification concrete to the CA/T project.  This non-
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specification concrete included concrete that was over ninety minutes old, 

concrete that had significant amounts of added water, and concrete that had not 

been batched pursuant to CA/T project specifications, although the concrete 

delivery tickets falsely represented that the concrete was within specification.   

58. B/PB field engineers at the work site allowed concrete delivered by Aggregate 

Industries to be placed without identifying that it had been adulterated as 

described above.  B/PB field engineers were occasionally present when water was 

added to concrete and when concrete was placed that was older than ninety 

minutes. 

59.  B/PB also failed to institute concrete testing protocols at the construction site as 

well as in the materials lab to determine that all concrete delivered to the Project 

met CA/T specifications and was placed pursuant to CA/T procedures. 

 



Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
I

Coutrtict
C07AI

Mod#
26 Support of excavation

2 C07AI 31 Rental and materials re-bandling costs caused by early land transfer from C07A I to (707T)

3 C2OA2 3 Additional casts in relation to changes in the design to the supply flue balancing phucs

4 C07A4 51 Revisions to various structural drawing details to reflect refinement in design

5 C09A7 Fart Point Channel
6 COSAI 044.056 Changed specification for immersed tubes for interface with cofferdam

7 D002A Slope paving failur , additional design and construction costs

8 C07AI 7 Addition of surface mounted conduits to replace conduits shown as being embedded in concrete (see

CR# 658)

9 COSA I 42 Modification to stray current station to prevent moisture leakage into corrosion control system

10 C0511 1 85 Relocation of anchor bolts

11 C05A I 54 CADD electronic ties

12 C07A I 60 Revised contract limit at station (ITT interface)

13 C07D I 25 Ground witing for the viaduct electrical system
14 C14C2 19 Callahan Ramp changed conditions
15 C14C2 3 Relocate cable television service to Marriott Hotel
16 C14CZ 15 Relocate traffic signal and lighting cabinets
17 C14C2 6 Demolition and removal ofreinforced decking on tunnel ramp

18 C14C2 21 Ugl,twapht backfll at MH#17 and MS#28A/NESI relocation

19 C 13A 1 20 Asbestos remediation

20 C13A1 40 Increase size of manhole

21 C14C2 5 Relocation of teleport communications cable

22 C1491 13 Utility relocation - North of Causeway/Installation of 16" gate valves

23 C14B1 10 Utility relocation - Nadi of Causeway/Conflict between existing .BECO lines and CSJC #13

24 C14BI 5 Existing foundation at Stop & Shop loading dock

25 C14B1 5 Added manholes for the 36" CS

26 COZAI 4 Field modification of track drain manholes

27 C07D1 15 Revise relocation of electric and telephone ductbanks

28 C07D I 2 Resequcnce Stage 1 viaduct construction
29 C05A1 44 Trimming tribe No. 2 outboard horn beams
30 C05AI 53 E and F electrical pullbox extension
31 C07131 Demolition of the Porter Street combined sewer at West Abutment
32 C14A2 31 Escalator pit foundation interferences
33 C1481 21 DSC 115KV lines Q MH#13

34 C14B1 032SF DSCCSMH#18
35 C07A I 64 Additional grouting (a_)1TT intedace (see CR# 660)

36 COW 5,011 Contract contingency adjustment; changed cofferdam access date (time); different site conditions

37 C07DI I 1
during caisson installation (time)

Revise duct tic details
38 C02AI 26 Replace slope paving on Haul Ruml

39 COW 082SF }nvert change at Stations 71 and 98
40 C04A2 69 Fire water tine interference with ceiling pastel hangers

41 C04A3 22 Support beam relocation at second floor exhaust stacks
42 C04A3 28 Revisions to precast panel dimertcions

43 COSAI 54 5" fiberglass conduit
44 C 13A I 26 Relocate BE manhole and duct bank
45 C13AI 23 Viaduct grounding system
46 C13A1 36 Viaduct bearing. pads
47 C2OA2 19 ITT walkway pullbox covers
48 C24AI 19 OCC Electricat/PCS manhold ductbanks
49 C04A2 61 Revisions to West Tunnel for seismic
50 C04A2 81 Revision to boat wall face and walkway cross-slope
51 C24A2 4 H-Pik
52 D014B 18 Drawing orientation (Mod ?005)
53 C14133 4 Utilities relocation
54 C2OA2 10 Utility room transformer mounting (includes PCN 039)
55 C20AZ 024SF VB-7 cable tray revisions
56 C20A2 25 BIF surface mounted conduits
57 C07DI 31 Schedule and impact costs

58 COW 078SF Steam plant header relief valves
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue

59

Contract

C04A3

Mod#

051,073 Duct mounted smoke detectors

60 C l I A I 2 Rite Media sign removal transfer from C07A I to C07D

61 C04A2 89 Drain line%xisting sewer conilicis

62 C13A 1 13 Temporary SBBR ramp in Widett Circle -Chaneges to Guardrails

63 C24A 1 035SF Increase standby gerrcmtor imake louver width (RFI-137)

64 C05B1 25 Yoke plant dimension change
65 C07A5 7 Tdephone service and electric fee

66 C17A2 1 I Excessive pale obstructions and looting removal

67 C04AZ 097SF Utility modifications at FI D Kennedy Ave.

68 C04A2 103 Site revisions for EPPS Station (sex CR #612)
69 D019A Contract maximum payment amount a4ustments and closeout

70 D016A I I Additional construction phase service

71 C04A3 26 Supplemental framing for first floor electrical openings

72 CI I A 1 10 Dewey Square 30" gas line realignment - Duplicate of CR #538

73 CZIA2 52 Extend sand drainage layer

74 RISA6 Asbestos Abatement
75 C20AZ 35 Tunnel lighting/ceiling installation
76 C14C2 35 Delay in mobilization of slurry wall
77 C22AI 36 Provide non-PVC jacketed control

78 C07D2 1 Airport access road signage revisions

79 C07Di Insurance deductibles

80 C07D 1 070SF Emergency temporary boat section LMC repairs

81 C15A3 027SF Silicone Containment Pit

82 C07D2 13 Gravel fill under existing boat slab
83 C04A2 108 Sewer manhole #10 and FDIC information booth conflict

84 C04A2 108 ITT batch closure issues

85 C04A2 108 Backfiil of vent building #6lITf
86 R 15A6 7 Leveling compound - asbestos abatement (Analex)

87 Rl SA6 2 Asbestos abatement - window caulking (Analex)

88 C09C 1 Rev. of Ivas beam to bent cap connection for prying action - D01 2A

89 C09C1 Revised Ivas plans - D01 2A
90 C12A3 037SF Northbound frontage road drainage changes

91 C12A3 031SF Modifications to C13AI area to accommodate SBBR bridge ext

92 C 12A3 52 Beveled sole plate bearings

93 C07D2 194 Modify lighting levels to conform to design standards
94 C09AB 93 Design specified bridge closure panels and site/type of bolts for installation. Bolts failed.

95 C1981 265 Conduit supports at C191)3 and C19DI interface omitted from design

96 C15A I $5 Necessary m reinstall of permanent waterline at courted elevation to resolve conflict with proposed

97 C15A1 108

electrical ducdw&

Designed configuration did not fit as-built condition ; ramp RF/RG bent girder steel. Duplicate of

CR#320.
98 C19B1 l8IFW 1PCS manhole conflict ductbank/Potential error in contract drawings resulted in rework of excavation.

99 C19111 247 Discrepancy in documents re: pier elevations
100 CI5A2 318FW Utility conflict . Wester Union and Teleport ductbanks from Valenti to Causeway.
101 C15A1 353 Design for support piles failed to account for excavated condition ; additional bracing for temporary

102 C 15A 1 389FW

ramp caissons.

Incorrect elevation of steel and cap plates for RC-14 and 15 required contractor to shim.
103 C19E1 160FW Existing soucturt was fabricated for 24" pipe (19E5). Had to be reworked for a 30" in 19E1.
104 C15A t 402FW Additional underpinning lead removal at Bent 21 , 23, and 31
105 C19B1 322FW Contract documents did not provide correct scupper downspout elevations , necessitating drainage

106 C15A2 063,150

rework . Update #6

Slurry wall/ waterline conflict at Valenti Way

107 C15A2 204 Change in roof girder splice bolts/plates-
109 C19BI 26 Contractor installed MBTA cable trough in accordance with special provisions resulting in conflict

109 C1981 37

with contract drawings.

Remove contaminated materials at warehouse
110 C19111 043FW Replacement of BW&S meter pit frames and covers.
111 C 19B I 131 Anchor slab for barriers on Ramp T-L.

112 C19B 1 132 Rework for installation of epoxy coated rebar- NB-10 & NBI I Straddle Beams
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Issue

113

Contract
C19BI

Mod#
133 Install slotted perforated corrugated plastic pipe ; subdt-ains outside of ramps N-S wags

114 C19B1 165 Interface issues, barrier revisions, additional suppotts, SNINS4

115 C19BS 152 Increase weld size in tub girder diaphragms.

116 C19Ei 66 Temporary shoring towers required because pedestrian bridge temporary support system design was

117 C19E I 047FW

insufficient.

Emergency repairs to pedestrian bridge support system at Leverets Circle

118 1119E3 014,023 Removal and disposal of conharnmated dirt, water and granite.
119 R19E3 21 Contract did not indicate existence of existing asbestos pipe encased in concrete and oil-contaminated

120 C19E7 080.045

sewer line.

Additional structural support and revision stay-ir"Aacc form layout.

121 C19E7 097,045 Revise to comply with DIM 142 (FCN 012) - utility room drainage and egress structure details.

122 C22A 1 134SF Fire alarm system services
123 C19BI 247 'Bears between the cast in-place'and box beam spans of unequal height . Cotmecttion at Temp Ramp

6
124 C1981 234 Additional worst for balanced cantilever segments meeting accidental bridge segment release

125 CI I A I 799

requirements.

Contract omitted requirement for Contractor to restore 3" of concrete that it had removed in installing

126 C15AI 306
struts and roof girders. - Merged into CR #627

Base slab elevation conflict.

127 C15A1 222 Overrun in unit price item quantities.
128 C09132 5 Drawings omitted detains specifying materials to be used in fabrication of jet fan electrical panel

129 C07132 58

enclosures and fire rating requirements.

Coordination between C22AZ and C07DZ designs.

130 C11AI 526 Design ormtted requirement to maintain temporary MBTA drainage system during installation of

131 C09A4 213
Needle Pile F12.

Revisions to WCS, Straddle bent, Ramp LL and Frontage Road_

132 C05DI 117,018 Deficiencies in Tod Williams Tunnel exhaust air system

133 ROSA4 52 Change in electrical conduit, utility installation, drainage work and soil removal-

134 C17AA 17 Revisions to raceway fireproof enclosures and conduit runs

135 C09A4 227 Installation and removal of muck bin and foam road.for C09C1 access through the C09A4 work site.

136 COIBI 1

Design coordination problem.

Structural steel coating revisions.

137 COIBI 5 Rebid miscellaneous and ornamental iron filed subbids.
138 C09A3 Rebid miscellaneous and ornamental iron filed sobbids.
139 C09A7 222 Deflection of H-pile wall (multiple PCNs)
140 C I9B I 286 Design and construction of alternate falsework - ST-2/CT-2

141 C 19B I 288 Design and construction of alternate falsework - ST-3, CT-3, TC-15
142 C 19E 1 150 Additional anchorage for embedded plates at roof girders.
143 CI9E4 8 Demolish existing drilled shafts.
144 C19E7 109 Traffic alignment revisions.
145 C1981 199 Revisions to overlay thickness on temporary tamps #1, 2, 5.
146 C15A3 171 Revisions to access hatches for surge and settling tanks.
147 C19B1 323 Replanting with different riverside species for test pkas,
148 C19E7 128 Bolsters were installed in accordance with approved shop drawings but required rework
149 C19B1 3I5FW Rework straddle bent bearing plates. NB-8
150 C19B1 330FW Rework of temporary ramps . CTITC Crossover Changes
151 C1981 65 Contractor's engineer incurred costs for additional design and engineering due to possible design errors

152 C07132 235
(UPS i/6)
Modify height of temporary light poles which conflicted with overhead viaduct

153 COI A3 51 Revisions to FUKO Hose System
154 C08A 1 7 Grout injection at TWT; Water infiltration through concrete joint openings in cross -passageways.

155 C 19B I 279FW

(Tunnd leakage may have been due to defective design-)
Changes to scupper design and added post tensioning block.

156 C19B 1 334FW Revisions to temporary ramp profile. Rang LT-2 conflict with Beat 5 footing
157 C 15A2 150 Common south abutment wag (PCN 350) - B/PB coordination issue. Common south abutment wall

158 C19131 116
(Mod 150 is a ISA2 Mod and is PCN 350). BBP Coordination issue with C19DI.
Redesign of closure wall footing to avoid utility conflict (CP 118)-

159 C15A2 150,370 PCN 370: Revisions to walkway gutter to blockout to coordinate with C17AA
160 C15A2 150, 367 Routings for power and instrumentation conduits serving jet fans on Ramp SA-CN revised. (RFI 1-

151)
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Issue

161
contract
C15A3

Mom
75 Revisions to plemmis and access stairway pressure (DPM 176).

162 C2081 9 Change in motor horsepower for vent budding exhaust fans

163 C1981 340-343FW Rework of conduit and cages in pier segments.

164 C15A1 549 Revisions to method of underpinning at Bent RU-1, 2 and 3.

165 C07D2 150 S-R-10 roadway revisions; Possible design omissions, conflicts and errors impacted contract

166 C12A3 224

co►stmctability.

Mast arm design conflicted with I-93 structure, necessitating extension of C12A3 Milestones I and 2

167 C07D2 116

and revision of signal mast arm

Revisions to post-tensioning cables, reinforcing steel and electrical conduits.

168 C17AZ 143FW Traffic phasing conflicts with C15A1.

169 CI 1 A 1 808 Revisions to interim fire system to avoid conflict with follow-on contractor (CP 888).

170 C07D2 267 Additional shoring and post tension revisions.
171 C07D2 276 Traffic detour modification.
172 C12A3 199 Bridge railing revisions to conform to the ADA and Massachusetts Building Code.
173 C25A4 32 Disposal of bulk concrete debris with asbestos not included as pay item in contracL

174 Ct 5A 1 5o Settlement of multiple contractor proposals.

175 C19B1 053,154, 289 Delete post-tatsioningblocks and add spiro ducts in balanced cantilever segments.

176 C09A4 267 Exmvatkm of harder Wan anticipated aml mix installed under C09A8-

177 COW 114 West Fourth Street reeonfignration did not wcornmodate C09A4 and C12A3 construction activity.

178 COW 115 Movement in Fort Point Channel perimeter wall during C09A8 soil mix and jet grouting, cps resulted

179 C19DI 136
in re-siltation of Channel.

Bent 6 center column adjustment (CP 145).

180 COIA6 510 Additional power supply, rebar, cap material, slurry wall redesign and design revision. Settlement of

181 C12A3 151

outstanding issues, including CPO56, CP124, CP138, CP150, CP214 and CP222.

Temporary drainage and install overhead directional and regulatory signing - provisions omitted.

182 C17AA 194 Requirement of soldier pile protection was not included as Cl I A 1 contract requiremett

183 COW 45 Revisions to electrical ceiling pull boxes and additional stub-outs.

184 C08A 1 60 As bid design omitted a pipe cross detail subsequently added to C08A 1 contract. Elimination of MPA

185 C09BI 79

surface/storm water diversion structure and installation of pipe cross detail

Possible design coordination issue in CO9B1's removal of sheet piles at sta. 31 and 50 that were in

186 CHAS 10
original scope of C09A7_
Revised clearance areas.

187 COW 283 Additional soil stabilization necessary because the excavation was not performed by C09A7 or C09B1

188 C17AA 67 Revised cable tray grounding.
189 C17AA 139 Additional pull boxes and modifications to electrical hatch layouts.
190 C22A2 28 FDS Monitor module relocation in TWT (FCN 168)
191 COSA 1 18 Additional safety inspection of tettpxwy bridge-

192 C07D2 319 Changes to the approach slab elevations and vehicle barrier de ations along Ramp U-T/A.

193 C19B1 320FW Universal insert boxes at Ramp TC

194 C19DI 149FW IPCS blockout detail conflict
195 C09B 1 105 Leaks in excavation support system below L=crscd Tube Turmci

196 COW 244 Leaks at interface joint between COI A3 and C04A2 (CP 140)

197 COW Wall interference Vent IV

198 COIA3 255 Inadequate pull box covers

199 C17AA 229 Revise C20112 Ramp C lighting design within C09A4 and C11A I contract areas
200 C1981 320FW Universal insert boxes at RarW TC
201 CO7D2 202 CP 448, 270, 307, 332 and 349 - Design changes and revisions; multi-issue settlement re: arrivals

202 C22A2
tunnel impacts

Conflict between VMS, cameras, LUS structures and faced sign panels
203 C09A4 261 CP IS I HOV EB - voided slab discrepancies

204 C07DZ 235 Interim lighting below viaducts for detours 19 and 23

205 C09A4 335 Drilled shafts pay item

206 C12A3 202 Change in I-bcamlelevation
207 C01 A3 255 Pullbox covers
208 C09132 154 Roadway dust control quantity
209 C17AA 155 Corrosion Protection (PCN 709) Merge with CR 627.02
210 C17AA 60 Revise conduit supports/clectrical puff boxes
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Issue
211

Contract
C17AA

Mod#
33 Fire standpipe isolation valves

212 C19EI 267 Tuner ckxraoce -Dup of CR 272

213 COW 229 Electric raceway gap interface C17AA/C09A4
214 C17AI 347 Fire protection system

215 C19BI 329 Partial erection of SB-7R temporary ramp 7
216 C17AA 7 Update#l

217 C19EI Temporary RarW LCN Span 13
218 C17A6 47 Tunnel fighting design - Duplicate of CR # 377
219 C22A1 180FW FM Rebroadcast antearta
220 C22AI 28 CO monitor system
221 C22A1 60 Hardware and software design deficiencies C22A1/C22A2
222 C19B I 53 Past Tensioning brackets
223 C07132 362 Pavement failure, C07132 mod
223.1 Pavement Failure - BPB Portion (223.a - 223.1)
223.2 Pavement Failure - SDC portion 223.b = 223.2)
224 CI9E7 78 Temporary Ramp LC-N - typical bearing assembly
225 C09A8 59 Cable manhole
226 C09A4 26 Cross hole sonic logging tubes
227 CI5A1 342FW Air Cork Release Valves
228 C21A2 131FW Replace native grass
229 COW 090FW Coating for bearings

230 C17A9 199FW Conflict between ductbank and manholes in zone 20ON
231 (709C1 135FW Traffic arm interference

232 C17A2 78 identification of contaminant hazard
233 C19E1 16 Nashua Street alignment and grading
234 C19BI 106 Drainage line cleaning
235 CISA1 213 Conflict Ramp RJ Sign Bridge and Shirty Wall
236 CI5A2 191 Conflicts Wall/Soldier Piles and Roof Slabs (RFIs 687 and 688)
237 C09A4 175 Hard wire fire alarm pull box
238 C07D2 162 Thickened slab detail for electrical elements.
239 C22A1 251 Sign damage
240 COW 154 Increase manhole diameter
241 C17AI 191 Vertical ducibank
241.1 BECO Manhole (Paid under C17AI Mods A191 and A231 and CP304) (241.a = 241.1)
2412 BECO Manhole (Paid under C17AI Mods A191 and A231 and CP304) (24 Lb = 241.2)
242 C19BI 177FW Plate thickness conflict
243 C09B2 031FW Electrical conduit conflict
244 C19DI 75 Redesign - PT/rebar congestion
245 C19DI 170 Mainspan steel forced fit-up
246 C17A I 413 Excavation sequence - Federal Reserve Bank claim
247 C15A1 DOI5A - Nomeimbursable Design &llings for RFI review . All contraction contracts.
248 C15A3 205 installation of Exhaust Plenum Aislock4
249 CI5A3 309, 310, Redesign conduit' ductwork , plumbing, equipment, HVAC, fire protection

311, 312,
313,324

250 C15A3 250 Acceleration of all milestones
251 C15A3 179,180 Conduit and IPCS conduit installation - Electrical Update
252 C19DI 19 Additional light mountingbrackeft
253 C19D1 23 South tower strut resoguencing and tendon conflicts
254 C19DI 037FW South abutment corbel revisions
255 C19DI 043FW Floor beam top flangdodge girder conflict
256 C19D1 44 South backspan/South tower integrated shop drawings
257 C19D1 048FW Steel formwork tubes
258 C 19D I 129 Precast panel leveling bolts (PCN 055)
259 C19DI 129 Mainspan erection analysis /additional cable strands (PCN 083)
260 C19DI 75 Bent 5 diaphragm dimensions and transverse tendons (PCN 96)
261 C 19D I 75 Bent 6 diaphragm interference (PCN 99)
262 C19DI 129 Additional cable suands /beavy mainspan (CP 114) (PCN 114)
263 C19DI 75 North tower ramp geortratry plan (PCN 160) SACN ramp scot elevation revisions
264 C19DI 75 Conflicts structural elements/eonstnwubility (PCN TOO)
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue Contract Mod#
265 C19D1 75 South backspan rebar changes (PCN 150

266 C19DI 75 Global Scttlcmmt

267 C19D I 16SFW Coating damage from welding studs (CP 147)

268 C19DI 184 Firestand pipe coating (CP 189) (PCN 184)

269 C19DI Tendon tubes with voids
270 C20B2 23 Vent Building 8 Redesign- Equipment and raceway layout changes

271 C1981 379 CT -1 Erection Revision
272 C19E f 267 Reroute SPTC Tunnel Conduit for Fire (FCN 128) -Dupl. CR 212

273 C0181 107 Conflict CMU op>eaiug/Larver frames
274 C0982 078FW Replace Propane Pow-ed Equipment with Diesel

275 C17AA 021FW Revise door pmel height
276 C15A2 320FW 12 4" TE ductbamk conflict wn'EMH #1075 at Causeway Street
277 C19BI 231FW Relocation of3"conduit
278 C17A2 1951;W Utility Room No. 4 Conduit Run re-wont
279 CO1BI 029FW Added monorail support
280 C15A2 397FW Drug Testing
281 C07C1 041FW Furnish alternate rooftop a/c unit

282 C15A2 365FW Cross Pass ODetails
283 C19BI 297FW ILCCmictasilicaremediation

284 C07C1 012FW Ramp ET Toll building plumbing
285 C15A2 404FW Conflicts with GWES manhole T.

286 COIBI 032FW Baseplatc revisions/anchor belt corrections

287 CI5A1 495M Damage Traffic Signal

288 C09A3 083FW ERSMS.Wodified coping at windows
289 C17A3 078FW Emergency egress gate conduit replacement - Contractor Backcharge

290 C19B1 361FW Bent 33 conduit riser/rebar conflicts

291 CUM 031 FW Fire telephone system

292 C09A3 048FW CMU Wall interference/stcel roof beam conflict
293 C08A5 015FW Pik relocations due to conflicts
294 COl B I 053FW Trench and drain conflict at loading dock
295 C09A3 098FW Stair height clearance conflict
296 C09A4 282 Relocate freeze plant and extend maintenance

297 C I IA 1 833 Revised connections of t way framing to SPTC pin piles (CP 839)
298 C2OB2 65 Interim Electric Substation (C15A2, C17A2, C2OB2)
299 C2OB2 71 15KV vacuum circuit breakers
300 C20112 81 Fuel injection system - Duplicate of CR #332
301 C19B I 153 Additional bracing at CT-26 and TC-27
302 C17A3 86 Revisions to contract milestones
303 C20132 26 Revisions to duct fighting fixture in exhaust ducts
304 C17AA 194 Tunnel leak repair work - closed because duplicate of C" 1 E2

305 C 17AA 215 Fuko hose extension - Merged into CR #627.01
306 COIBI 107 VenuiationBuilding No.5
307 C20B2 97 Revised Access Resuvats and Milestone Dates
308 C12A3 265FW Low barrier
309 C20B1 60 Revised Access Restraints and Milestone Dates
310 C12A3 Remedial work
311 C09BI Ramp T-S b0cstones

312 C17AA 229 Raceway gap - Duplicate of CR #199

313 CHAT Denso-C17AA/CHAl -Merged into CR#627.02
314 C2OB2 66 Light fixture supports
315 C19BI 054FW Cable trough bypass
316 C 15A I 292FW Revisions to Lower Framing Plan and TFI at RF
317 C 15A 1 43 CATV temporary conduit changes
318 C 15A 1 060, 117EW Egress Stair # 1

319 C I SA 1 Shop Drawing Rework / Excess Engineering

320 C15A 1 108, 352F W, Ramp RF/FG Sequence bent girder steel Duplicate of CR#97.
503F W

321 C15A2 108 Changes to Load Bearing Element (LBE) #17 (FCN S-139-3-1) (PCN 045)

322 CISA2 198,150 Bent Z Underpinning (RFI 1037) (PCN 198)

323 C15A2 150 Underpinning Conflict due to No-splkc Zone (PCN 297)
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Issue Contract

324 CI SA2

325 C15A3

326 C15A3

327 C15A3

328 CISA3

329 C15A3

330 CISA3

331 C20B 1

332 C20B2

333 C19B1

334 C 17AA

335 C19B1

336 C15A3

337 C191)1

338 COIA3

339 C19BI

340 CISA3

341 COIA6

342 C 17A6

343 Cl SA2

344 C19B 1

345 C09A4

346 C15A3

347 C09C4

348 C09A4

349 C0W

350 C0W

351 C09112

352 C09C2

353 C09A4

354 C09131

355 C0982

356 C17AA

357 COI A3

358 COI A3

359 C22A I

360 C07D2

361 C17AA

362 C0W

363 C17AA

364 C1981
365 C15A3

Cost Recovery Issues

Mod#
150 Additional Support . for Hanging 66" CS and 30" LS lints (PCN 333)
73 GS-01 Headroom Clearance

OS1SF Garage Standpipe System
116 Utility Relocation
124 Traffic / Work Deck Coordination

125FW Garage Ekvatnr Glazed Opening Infill
143 Kodiak-type Tower Crane (PC N 152)
88 Buy America Provision
81 Fuel lnjeoxim System - Duplicate of CR 300

384 Erection Tower Conflicts

456 Stainless Steel Scrcens
591 Safety Grates
287 Lift-out Roof Hatch (RF11207)
532 Temporary Support at Straddle Beat TC-l7L
244 Joint Repair at C04A2 interface (CP 140)

586 Future PT Conflicts
323 Material Handling Services to Follow-on Contractor
621 Utility Bridge Support
47 Interim 1ag6ting Revisions - Duplicate of CK #377

055, 150 Underpinning (C15A2) - detailing/fabrication changes

596 Revisions to expansion joint at Pier TC-3

438 Acceleration of viaduct Ramps KWC
173 Addition of final surface restoration work along Hanover & Congress Streeu

42 Installation of temporary bearings and procurement of shorter , permanent bearings
132 installation of civil work and additional freeze pipes for the 1-90 Eastbound
31 Installation of civil work and additional froze pipes for the 1 -90 Westbound
45 Electrical work including additional rebar, additional boxouts, modifications to retaining walls
246 TWT revised balance plate setting for exhaust ports

10 Installation of an interim fire standpipe system for the 1-90 and 1-93 roadways
219 Ramp L SOE tieback conflict with COW piles at Approach Structure #5 & soil mix obstruction
226 Junction %pullbox revised derails in ITT joint openings
282 Add pavement expansion joints at the rIT joints (PCN 282)
165 New contract specifications for MicrosilicaWearing Course - Merged into 628
255 New covers for the 13.8 KV pullboxes in the air duds (RF12156.1)

390 Add fireproofing retiuirenents for pullbox covers of embedded raceway in the tunnel rootkciling

245 Incomplete or inaccurate software or documentation
362 Preparatory work for the 1-90 Microstlica Placement
95 Revisions to electrical design
22 Construction ofrodesigned Frontage Road viaduct

341 Addition of fireproofing to conduit mounted to roof girders in C19EI ramps
589 Revisions to expansim joint at NB-l2

105,119 Groundwater/Grouting
366 C09B I 027, 078, 105 Roof Slab Deflection Re_ inmrersed Tube Tunnel

367 CO8A I 210FW Pump station fau mplaccmeot (RFI 652)
368 CISA2 B/BP failure to depict Fleet Centex in preliminary design, BBP failure to survey and measure elevated

roadway before construction began. and B/BP failure to adequately identify obstructions for tunnels

369 C15A2 B/BP failure to incorporate MBTA objections to plans to raze a ramp near Fleet Center be it would
cause the Gran Line and rmV to collapse

370 C05111 Drawings for Tod Williams Tunnel loft a gap betwan tunnel sections; B/BP failed to require sufficient
space for ventilation in tunnel walls and failed to test the ventilation system

371 C09B3 210 BP's failure to ensure a steel dam built to keep water out of the Fort Point Channel was sealed,
resulting in leak

372 C09C2 7 Siguage and pavement marking revisions for 1-90 and 1-93
373 C09B3 7 BCC cnfoccownt order fur $25,000 jointly against MCC, MHD and B/PB paid in total by MHD
374 C 15A3 3 12 Miscellaneous electrical design changes coordination
375 C09BI 229 Design and construct temporary pumping station (RFl 331)
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
376

Contract
C19D1

Mod#
N/A Remedial work for grout voids in PT ducts and dispute over who beats responsibifiWsubconhactor

377 C17A6 47
agree nest dispute as well

Interim lighting revisions - DUPLICATE of CR #342

378 CI IAI 273 Underpinning grout heave (CP 596)

379 C19B 1 IN Furnish and install additional post-termoning blocks for Ramps ST, TC, and CT.

380 C17AA 616 Provide expansion joint in . ' lica overlays at locations in CI5A I and CI5A2

381 C09C2 73 Revisiiew to EPS temporary fire proofing

382 C04C2 39 Revisions to excavation to conform to revised drawing which changed during the bidding process

383 C01111 150 Revisions to UPS room ventilation in Vent Building 95
384 C0 tB I 149 Deletion of suspendod ceiling to reprove conflict with follow=on cable trays
385 COIA3 257 Modifications to interface beam to add support to interface of Viaduct Street and Sumner Street Over

386 C07C I 87
C Bridge
Installation of sidewalk , stairways, barriers, guard-rail and parking lot at E -T and I-90 Toll Support

387 C 17AA 526

Building

Revisions to electrical drawings to coordinate ST-SACCN ceiling raceway installation

388 C20B1 061FW Modifyiet fan switches
389 C20B1 148FW Modify fan operation to conform to plc spec in the event of an emergency
390 C19E4 118 Revisions to HVAC supply/exhaust fairs power and control wiring

391 C15A3 378 Famish and install replacement light fixtures an exterior of building
392 C17AA 670 Re-route conduit and enclosure to provide access to roof girder connections at VB #4 tic-in to Ramp

393 C17AA 92

CSSA West Wall. - DUPE OF 414

Increase Quantity-Water for Roadway Dust

394 C l 9D I 075,160 Revisions to Ramp SACN tower dimensions and reinforcement to resolve conflict with strut elevations
(PCN 160)

395 C17AA 492 Revise electrical conduits, boxes and ceiling hatches to resolve conflict between CI7AA and C:2OB2 in

396 C17AA 504

Ramp SA-CT.

Extend safety barriers on ramps in I-93ND tunnel and Summer Tunnel

397 C15AI 6 Temporary 20" gas tine (former CR #600)
398 C 15A 1 46 30" bypass at north bulkhead
399 C15A I 155 Temporary CS Hanover/Blackstone to Hanover/Cross (former CR #607)

400 C 15A I 433 Global Settlement (former CR# 612)
400.1 A644 - Combined Sewer Force Main Blacksttne/Hanover

400.3 Item 3 - Acceleration of All Milestones
400.4 Item 7 - Lost Productivity due to Acceleration

400.5 Item 8 - Escalation

400.6 Item 9 - Subcontractor inefficiencies
401 C15A2 94 Change site conditions at the 60" CS tic-in (support MBTA ramp) (four CR #620)
402 C15A2 I50 Global Settlement
403 C15A2 153 Increase sherry walls production

404 C15A2 174 Slurry wall panel rock strata higher than anticipated

405 C15A2 292 Slurry plant relocation
406 C15A3 143 Global Settlement (former CR# 640) A048 - Support of Excavation
407 Cl SA3 222 location ofnath urim crane+C'70 (former CR#641)

408 C15A3 301 Coordination study recce (RFt 1220) former CR#716
409 C15A3 366 Door and hardware revisions
410 C15A3 382FW Pre-action sprinkler system
411 C19B 1 632 NB 15 Junction Box Risers
412 C19D1 215 Inspection and ro-grouting of PT tendons where voids had been detected after first grouting
413 C 17AA 494 Revise support beam for jet fans C NS-5 and C NS-6
414 C 17AA 670 Electrical revisions to VB #4, including modification to conduit and fireproofing enclosure - sex CR

392
415 C29A I 9 Removal of buried obstacles
416 C15A3 16 Rework installed raceway to provide the power circuit separation required for jet fans with listed

417 C0902 339

materials and methods.

Remove and replace trench drains Project -wide/[-90 alignment - Merged into CR#718
418 C17AA 672 Cold weather delay of paving resulted in price increase of asphalt mix - Merged into CKP 628
419 C07132 382,396 Injection grouting and related work to repair water leak in the Arrivals front roof
420 CO8Ai 207 Temporary sign bridge at detour 944 to avoid confict
421 C01 A3 381 Invert drainage and rebar conflict and install additional reinforcing steel
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
422

Contract
COI A7

Mod#
9 Utility conflicts

423 C0981 244 Removal ofbaffla wall thathad notbeen depictod in contractdrawiaW

424 C29A 1 is Asbestos - Out of state handling contaminated soil, stato-wide

425 C19BI 12 Clearance area #4, #8, and #14 revisions

426 C19BI 38 SN 13 redesign and acceleration costs

427 C19BI 57 Construction Update #5
428 C19BI 59 Additional street sweeping
429 C 1981 111 Increase quantity dispose out/state dredge
430 C19Bi 115 Increase quantity - contaminated soil recycling
431 C19BI 124 Provide interim power
432 C19BI 151 Change to epoxy rebar - Update #3
433 C19BI 242 Temporary shoring at NB-7
434 C19BI 296 Asbestos abatement - CA-NA tunnel excavation
435 C19BI 312 Electrical changes - Update #6
436 C19B I 410 Acceleration - partial recover delays - cat CPs

437 C19131 619 Global - Issues: 053.7,41.367,554, 586,596; Cps: 337, 618, 725
437-1 CP-725 - Extraordinary Supervision and Emgmecamg Costs
4374 Issue A367 - Painting of Five Standpipes
437.5 CP-618 - NB-13B Dulled Shaft Differing Site Conditon

438 CI9HI 235 Grind & fit stiffeaers -TR 1&2 girders
439 C1981 241 Temp ramps I & 2 steel redesign

440 C 19B1 268 Revisions to Bents 18 - 21
441 C1981 333 Revise strutural steel at temp :+rr

442 C 19B1 425 Change of depth on TC-17 straddle beat
443 C 19B i 462 Gravity.fecd expoxy - baL taut. closure joints
444 C 19B 1 471 Additional haunches at I-93 SB and Tamar TC
445 C19111 472 Contaminated materials -bay#3 G71 warehouse
446 C 19B 1 536 Acceleration of straddle Bent TC-171

447 C 19B 1 548 Temporary support at straddle Bent SB-7

448 C 19B 1 175 Additional concrete overlay - temporary Ramp 6
449 C19BI 203 Revise bracing details - temp Ramps 1,2,5
450 C1981 210 Additional rebar - p xlestais/rebar revisions - capitals
451 C19B 1 261 ST-0 expansion joint segment design conflict
452 C1981 399 Elevation conflict at segment NB-2R

453 C19BI 592 Revised grading plan in CA NA tunnel
454 C17A6 304 Structural modifications at Bents 30 and 31 to allow for adequate overhead clearance for tic from

455 C17AA 585

CN-SA to WB lanes

Replace fireproofing ceiling pull boxes
456 C 17AA 785 Replace six plenum access hatches m preast concrete caling of Ramat CS/SA-CT
457 C17AA 745 Modify ceiling ruuduks W allow room for 2 new sign structures

458 C2082 250 Relocation of cerTingm muted sign lights in tunnel to provide motorists with clear view of signage

459 C19D1 196 Repair cracks - TowsWest Knuckle
460 C 19133 44 Global Settlement (Issue 044 only at 546000) South Backspadsouth Tower intcgratod shop drawings

461 C01 A6 691 Grout injection of Joints at super plug
462 C 17AA 802 Relocate approximate linear feet of conduit installed by C19131 in Ramp L-CS to climrimte

463 C13A 1 6
interference with jet fans
Construct temporary ramp connection from existing Frontage Road NB to South Boston Bypass Road

464 C07D2 115
Viaduct Structure

Ramp E-T pavement - C07C1 trend Merged into CR#628
465 C17AA 374 Repair of DENSO tape that failed after being applied to roof girder scat cormcctois - Merged into CR

#627.02
466 C 17A6 210 DENSO system repairs in C17A2 area - Merged into CR #627-02
467 COW 4 Construct Dorchester Branch railroad temp bridge to revised design
468 C09A7 12 New force main across Dorchester Avenue and along Ramp D
469 C09A7 32 Gk*W Settlement (Resolution of issues to 0911011999) -Preliminary Design
470 C09A7 222 Global Settlement (excluding issue in CR #139)
471 COW 34 SOE adjacent to RR in . Parcel 8
472 C09A7 39 Deletion of Ramp DD - Drawing Update
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
473

Contract
C09A7

MGM
53 Transport DSM/JG spoils to swingks quarry

474 C09A7 59 Deep soil mix. without fly ash

475 C09A7 63 Transport of nraterial Types A. B and C to Quarry Hills

476 C09A7 67 Removal of material fitmt Fort Point Charnel

477 C09A7 88 Obstruction Fcnxn-l

478 C09A7 214 Transport materials to Subaru Pia
479 C09A7 217 Float-Out support -Balldogbarafter 11/11/1999

480 C09A4 167 Add seismic scstraart (FC N 222- CP 286, RFl 715)

481 C09A4 236FW Pavement at Albany Sued
482 C09A4 253 Drainage Roll Plan F (CP 260)

483 C09A4 256 Obstructions to drilled shafts at St. #501-1201120 (CP 266)

484 C09A4 417 Firs: standpipe coating revision, Ramp "A /B" & Frontage Road (CP 693)

485 C09A4 435 Remove stringers from p oast piles
486 C09A4 531 Elcmical pullboxcs ravit ions App. Str. #5 (CP 743, FCN 519)

487 C09A8 1 Perimeter sheet wall design parunda change
488 C09A8 131 FW Repair of Jeanie Joint
489 C 19D 1 8 C1 5A2 36-inch water relocation/support of excavation
490 C19DI 14 Alternate interim power source

491 C19D7 39 South bockspwilAbumrcutdrilled shaitdiabasc

492 C19DI 54 HPS70W Anchor pipe seam welds
493 C19D3 75 Global Settlement
493.3 North towerobstruction overruns and Orange Line conflict

493.5 North Tower footing redesign

494 C19D1 129 Global Settlement
494.2 Revised basriersfjanction boxes
494.7 Post tensioning pourbacks

494.9 B'CS conduit floorbeamlbackspan openings
495 C19DI 166 Rebar congestion at Bent 6
496 C19DI 179FW Safety rails at towers
497 C19DI 180FW Additional barrier rebar at mainspan closure pouts

498 C19DI 188FW Additional barrier at C19D1/C19B1 and C19D1/C15A2 interfaces
499 C19DI 192FW Bent 6 center column deck removal
500 C07DZ 9 Mitigation screen revisions

501 C07132 18 Upland non-clearance material disposal

502 C07D2 101 Membrane waterproofing installation method - Merged into CR #62743

503 C07D2 107 Global settlement
504 C07132 151 Provisional payment for rehabilitation to SDMH #5
505 C07D2 179 Global settlement
506 C07D2 219 Added costs for driving Arrivals tunnel ; precast pies
507 C071>2 300 Prcamum time for electrical wad=$

508 C07D2 382 Global settlement
509 C07D2 213 Extension of MPA Ramp AA-E boat section
510 C07D2 250 Premium time work at WA Ramp doe to egress restriction
511 C07132 311 Conditional adjustment to contract milestones
512 C09A4 476 Install new ATS at Ist.Level of storm water-pump,
513 C17AA 314 Leak repair (DENSO) - Merged into CR #627.04
514 CIIAI 3 Additional jacking sleeves
515 C H A I 35 Utilities conflicts with 30" gat line at Kneeland Street (CP 141)
516 Cl 1A] 40 CP 204 - Contract time c dcatioa request
517 C l IA l 42 30" gas line realignment at Kneeland Street
518 C l i A I 43 Signalization at Kneeland Street, Surface Road & Ramp E
519 C 11 A 1 44 Differing site conditions - water leak at FRB bl level
520 C I l A I 45 Caisson Design (DPM 70)

521 C l l A I 50 Disposal of excavated material - Ramp E
522 C H A 1 51 supporting direct costs
523 C l I A I 53 Water in abandorted 72" NESI lint Atlantic Avenue station
524 C l t A 1 55 Obstruction during drilling pin pile - 168

525 Cl1Al 63 Temporary 12" steam line utility conflicts
526 C l l A 1 88 Monitoring system grouting above access tunnels to control water inflow

527 CI 1 A 1 96 16" waterwin adjacent to Dewey Square intersection
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
528

Contract
C11A1

Mod#
277 Extend monitoring of Red Line inskuraaa

529 CIIAI 349 SOE and west drift wall redesign for Bl bedrock area

530 CIIAI 361 Additional work at SSTC for temp deck construction
531 CIIAI 507 Direct cost sdtement for multiple CPs
532 CIIAI 558 Added contract ntilestimes
533 C1 1A1 584 U-UP drillingfg outing Qa SSTC wall
534 CIIAI 587 Schedule direction
535 CIIAI 620 CP 7161735/740 Mining stacked drifts one, east and west
536 CIIAI 710 CP 532A RFP "H" jet grout

537 CI JAI 908 CP 1026 - Incorporation of interim milestones
538 CIIAI 10 (PCN 5083) Dewey Square 30" gas line nalignrtatt
539 C22A9 6 Replaceauat of I-93 SB 2-way radio system that did not function propedy (FCNs 11 , 12, 13,18,19,

21, 24, 25, and 27)
540 C17AA 559 Terrgxtrary mad cross-over CANE at SA-CN
541 C 17AA 711 Mkrophca concrete surface preparation revisions - Merged into CR# 628

542 009132 351 Remove and replace existing trench drains on 1-93 alignment - Merged into CR# 718
543 C19E4 166 Misc. changes - 4' metal panel strip and emtergen y figbting system
544 COIA3 393 Negodatiompackage number 2
545 C I SAt 99 Acceleration of Mikstone 12 (former CR# 604)
546 C15A1 ISO Interim power (forma CR# 608)
547 C15A2 13 Modify the location of 36" LS water fine (forcer CR# 615)
548 C15A2 68 18" combined sewer pipe and MH at Cooper Stmt conflicting with ESPTC (former CR# 618)
549 CISA3 244 Relocate temp water lines (former CR #642)
550 C 15A3 285 Proposed elosaout modifreatirins (fomter CR #643)
551 C15A3 86 Gootech instrumentation not maintained
552 C 15A 1 40 Revise waterproofing systems - Merged into CR #627.03
553 C 15A 1 536 Acceleration of excavation and concrete work
554 CIIAI 703 Highway conflicts between ramp and underpinning
555 C15A2 3 Waterproofing materials - spec restriction - Merged into CR #627.03
556 C15A2 146 Asbestos contaminated material at Rama J
557 C 15AZ 149 Removal of contaminated bud dropping
558 C15A2 170 Slurry wall obstruction removal
559 CISA2 181 Contaminated soil disposal
560 C15A2 229 Corrosion protection of structural sted dements - Merged into CR #627.02
561 C15AZ 301 Transportation of [material Type H -PI
562 C 15A2 322 Additional epoxy coating change for roof girders - Merged into CR #627.02
563 C15A2 388 SPTC panel collapse
564 C15A3 18 Relocate 12" SD on Sudbury Strad
565 C15A3 292 C1 5A1 SPTC wall donolitionfeacessive anise
566 CI5A3 314 Delayed right ftxume installadon
567 CISA3 324 Design changes eoordurabon - misc. metals
568 C15A3 356 Fan voltage conflicts
569 CISA3 357 Repair of electrical conduits damaged by follow-on contract
570 C19E1 2 Relocation of Fled Center TV broadcasttracks
571 C19E1 15 Global Settlement
571.01 Bent F3 Redesign Q North Station (FCN #3 dt #15)
571.04 16" Waterline Martha Road (FCN No. 54)
571.11 Slurry wail Lost Productivity
571.12 CN-S Open Cut Coustructin Bulkhead
572 C 19E 1 28 North Station rail yard survey support
573 C19E 1 030,015 Vent Building #8 - 36 Drilled Shalls (FCN 1
574 C 19E 1 41 Jet gout soil stabilization (North Station SVW walls)
575 C19E I 056,015 MBTA/McCourt duct relocations/E7 interim power (FCN 18)
576 C 19E I 075 , 015 Soldier pitefRoof girder corrosion protection (FCN 102) - Merged into CR #627.02
577 C 17AA 95 Revise electrical design for CI 5A 1 and Cl SA2 areas as degt7dd in FCNs 116, 116A, 116B and 260 -

578 020112 516
DUPLICATE OF CR #361

Furnish and factory-install undervoltage relays on the line (load) side of eectrical utilization voltage

579 C17AA 526
switchgear equipment in 22 unit substation line-ups

Electrical changes at Ramp ST-SA/CN - DUPLICATE OF CR #387
580 C17A6 629 Electrical equipment work-around for AIS and Dewey Square Thrind (Duplicate of CR #632)
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
581

Contract
C17A6

Mod#
100 Precut panel installation conflict in DST

582 C 17A6 203 Relocation of conduit for air intake structure

583 C17AA 815 Northbound leak repair - five traffic conditions - Merged into CR #627.04

584 COI A3 3 Update #1

585 COI A3 7 USPS drilled shafts
586 COI A3 10 Fargo Sheet - connection to haul road
587 COI A3 17 Transport of materials to Quincy
588 C01 A3 100 Pay item overruns
589 COI A3 222 Surface street Mods for Ramp A opening

$90 COI A3 233 Construct road for temp MBTA contractor
591 COI A3 250 Ramp F Opening
592 COIA3 278 Interim extension ofSummerStreet
593 COI A3 366 Scaling of leaks - Merged into CR #627.04
594 C01 A3 Pending Pending A Street Mod and related issues
595 COIA3 336 Fiber optics cable repair
596 COIA3 353 Viaduct Street - fire standpipe revisions
597 C01 A3 280 Castin basin pump operators - Stand-by (CP 377)
598 COI A3 393 Negotiation Package #2
599 C01 A3 402 6" water line for VB 05 hydrant

600 CO 1 A3 403 Negotiation package #313
601 C01 A6 10 Relocation of concrete batch plant
602 COI A6 17 Quantity overruns #1
603 COI A6 519 Casting basin areo/ Super-plug
604 COIA6 580 Access restraint#A/R 1
605 COIA6 586 West service read
606 C01 A7 25 Modification of pedestrian pole color and finish (RFI 58.1, CP 101)
607 C04A2 42 (PCN 78) Mudmat waterproofing revision - Merged into CR #627.03
608 C04A2 69 Fire waterline interference with cerling panel hangers
609 COW 88 Stirrup revision at West Tuunel
610 C04A2 97 (PCN 156R1) Utility modifications at FID Kennedy Avenue
611 C04AZ 152 Drain linelexisting sewer conflict in N. Avenue/Dewatering
612 C04A2 103 Site revisions for EPPS Station
613 C04A2 108 Issue I- Sewer manhole #10 and EDIC information booth conflict - (formerly CR #83)
614 COW 108 Lssuc 2 - Backfill of VB #61ITf
615 COW 49 Sprinkler system pre-action control panel
616 COW 66 Door opening bright change
617 C04A3 87 Door hardware
618 C04A3 5,11 (PCNs 2 and 15) Contract contingency adjustment , changed cofferdam access date (time); different

619 COW 51
site conditions daring caisson installment (time)
(PCN 56R1) Duct mounted smoke detectors

620 COW 12 Enlarge the louver for the generator room
621 COIA6 595 Global Settlement, Ramp I & L Backfill Pour, Pending A Strect/HOV ramp Mod and related issues

622 C19DA 76 Revise design ofconcrcte box guder diaphragms at north and south tower canblever
623 C17A3 199 Ughtening/groundingloop
624 COW 443 Revisions to Amtrak electrical footing 228-178
625 C19DI 631 MWRA 36" sewer repairs
626 C17A6 294 Additional side exhaust ducts

629 C 15A3 334 Generator RM layout and exhaust piping changes
630 C20112 301 Provide additional diesel generator at VB#4 (FCN 242)
631 CI SA3 381 Temporary fire protection and detection for offrcdretar7 area
632 C17A6 629 Direction in rend switchgear submittal comments - DUPE OF CR #580
633 C198A I I IPCS pullouts
634 C 17AA 1026 Regradc Ramp SACS to eliminate pending at low point
635 C08A 1 9,147 Renegotiate pay item 940 . 161 vertical pre-excavation and pay item 140.161 horizontal pre-excavation
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
636

Contract

C07AI

Mod#
1 Taxiway "W' pavement overlay, repair of handstand areas and strengthening of utility vaults

637 C07A 1 2 Simple span series 700 ACROW prefab bridge and engineering to design temp bridge detour

638 C07AI 4 Taxiway "W- island modifications

639 C07A t to Accelerate excavation work in the Vent Building area

640 C07A 1 14 Concrete work - time extension; provide and maintain unrestricted access

641 C07A 1 18 Dame fendering system at Bird Island Flats , install rue alarm system, install electrical equipment in

642 C07A I 30

Batter Room of MPA electrical substation and reroute electrical cables along tuand alignment

CLV changes, boat section

643 C07A 1 37 Modifications to interim facilities ventilation , fin protection and drainage
644 C07A1 38 Revised interim facilities power system
645 C07A 1 40 Electrical design changes
646 C07A I 61 Additional electrical work at Govemofs island
647 C07A 1 76 Temp toll plaza and temp emergency response station
648 C07A 1 78 Com ensation to contractor for melliciencies6n acts ex erienc d duri 5 ta k i dil d lp pV e ng pec s an oac ng,

649 C07AI 87
barging and unloading operations

Tunnel roofopenings
650 C07AI 101 Taxiway W Phase 11 revisions
651 C07A I 103 Additional dust control at Gap Gate and at Govermoes Island

652 C07A 1 1 12 Terminal A bandstand repair
653 C07A I 118 Drawing revisions, VB area and utility roondcross passages (coordination issue)
654 C07A 1 135 Tunnel leak repairs at construction joints -
655 C07AI 144 Repairs to boat section drainage
656 CO i 26 Support of excavation (formerly CR #1)
657 COW 31 Rental and unaterials rehandling costs caused by early land transfer from C07A I to C07D (formerly

658 C07A 1 71

CR #2)

Addition of surface mounted conduits to replace conduits shown as being embedded in concrete

659 C07A I 60
(formerly CR #8)

Revised contract limit at station (ITT interface) (formerly CR # 12)
660 C07A I 64 Additional grouting at ITT inter face (formerly CR #35)
661 C09B1 24 Deletion of waterproofing systems -
662 C09131 45 COIA6 coordination east of casting basin
663 C09B I 60 Revise Acess Restraint #2
664 C09B I 69 Stage 11 dredging delay
665 C09BI 75 Concrete crack repair
666 C09B I 80 Renmveldispose soil mnix arisings after dredging
667 C09B 1 97 Temporary west side power
668 C09DI 99 Ramp L SOE design revisim
669 C09Bi 105 Global Settlement
669.1 Changed Conditions Supply Exhaust Pknum Area (CP 71)
670 C09BI I t0 Changed conditions along HZ and ESW-6 walls
671 C09BI 177 Ballast concrete additional work
672 C09B2 125 Global Settlement
673 C09113 286 Firepmoormg of pullboxes outside of plenums
674 COM 178 Additional electrical conduit CO9A7 area
675 C08A I 151 Renegotiate PI 996 .252 - MBTA rdw
676 C08AI 159,202 Acceleration to achieve Milestone 7
676.1 1-90 Bent 5 Seismic Reinfmcing Revisions
676.2 Future Risk - Bent 5 (amunbcrcd as F085)
677 CO8AI 50 Cathodic protection
678 COSA l 73 Telephone signal profiles
679 C08A I 209 Under viaduct paver transfer from C07D2
680 C08A I 190 Neptune Road
681 C08A1 196 Temporary fire protection
682 C05BI 2 Precast polymer concrete panels
683 COSB t 3 Pedestrian guardrail and base plates
684 C05111 4 Narrative addendum changes - CLV redesign
685 C05Bi 7 Revised ceiling penetrations for sign supports
686 C0581 9 Interim electrical families - generator purchase
687 C05BI 10 Revisions to milestones and access restraints
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
688

Contract

C05B1

Mod#
16 Ceiling height revs; VB " security gates

689 C05BI 18 Increase interim facilities T&M funding

690 C05BI 19 Core drilling - rebar interference

691 C05B1 25 Enlarge hangar yoke plates (former CR #64)

692 C05BI 27 AFPO - ceiling system and polymer paods

693 C:05B1 31 Tile removal to repair water leaks

694 C05DI 35 Additional LMC & polymer panel intafacm

695 COSBI 42 Resequenced installation of ITT ceiling

696 C05BI 62 Additional the removal and replaccment - BMIP EB outer wall

697 C0581 74 Runovalandieplacetnentofbk-BWurnitels
698 C05B1 92 Cove beams tinder VB #7
699 C05111 110 Excess ceiling paucts due to theoretical dmxssionmg

700 COSBI 85 Relocation of anchor bolts (fames CR #10)
701 C09112 107 TWT ceiling exhaust plenum remodiation

702 C09132 208 FCN for continuation of TWT celing plenum work

703 CI7AA 416 Crack sealing base slab - Meged into CR #628
704 C17AA 440 Milling base slab - Merged into CR #628
705 C17A2 30 Acceleration costs for Pama Pipe system and supports
706 C17AZ 19 C17A2/Cl4C4 Utility interface

707 C 17AA 634 SB leak repair - Merged into CR #627.04
708 C17AA 715 Additional cleaning of wall panels - Merged into CR #627.04
709 C17A9 61 Purchase Street to Atlantic Avenue waterlines crossing

710 C17A6 518 Remove watommin CSP room

711 C17AA 742 Revise £ireproo£mg-itingpullboxes-CI9E1 LC s & S-N
712 C08A I 294 Addition of roadway lighting, for new roadway

713 C19E4 103 Settlement of multiple claims and changes
714 C 18A2 119 Changes due to C I7A6 diesel generator changes

715 C22A9 2 TWT fire detection system rework

716 C22A2 None Alleged additional damages from failure of IPCS (-Honeywell-) regarding payments to MTA

717 C09G2 130
electricians for manually performed tasks

Design issues at X-341pier cap

718 PW Project -Wide Trench Drains issue
718.1 Trench Drains - DWI A
718.2 Trench Drains - D004A

718.3 Trench Drains - D007A

718.4 Trench Drains - DOWD
718.5 Trench Drains - D009A
718.6 Trench Drains -1301911
718.7 Trench Drains - B/PB n Wonsiibiility
719 C09B2 372 Add tunnel lighting and gore signage to the TWT Ramp T-Sf1=A/D grate C20B2

720 C07AI 124 Repair 8-inch fire line in eastbound air flue
721 C07A1 141 Repair 8-inch fire line of westbound supply air pienwn
722 C19E6 41 Pot beating design revisions for Ramp LC-N

723 C19E6 54 Deaalitwdvesso ition ofSN boat wall to accommodate LC-N
724 C2.1A2 Spectacle bland
725 C 17A ] 231 Global W"kWe t - Merged into CR #627
725.1 72" NESI Conflict
726 C19E6 16 Roadway grading plan LC:-N/M-I.
727 C19E1 268 Raise CN-S tumid conduit for 'l v FP clearance
728 C 19F,4 175 Global settiemet t, specifically Issue 24, Glass Block Revisions
729 C17A6 350 Jacobs: Schedule initiatives; CPs 422 and 491. Shared with otherSDCS. See CR #s 738, 739, 740,

741

730 C22A9 55 Implementation of two-way radio system for 1-93 SB. O&M manuals
731 C0982 359 Repair and testing of fire protection systems at I-90
732 C20B1 253 Correct fin alarm zoning in VBI and VB2; relocate detectors out of tunnel plenum and into building

733 C08A 1 299
areas. FCN-120

Ductbank relocation conflict with drilled shaft IANB A/D-1
734 C08A 1 154 Contract-wide utility conflicts
735 C 17A6 3% Asbestos abatement south of Raugi J - CP 556
736 C08A 1 250 Trench drain replacement - FCN 138 (C07C1 transfer) - Merged into CR #718
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue
737

Contract
C19E6

Mod#
25 Install ductbank watetproofiag requirements at S-N ramp (FCN 20)

738 C17A6 350 DOl lA: Schedule initiatives; Cps 422 and 491. Shared with other SDCS _ See CR #s 729, 739, 740,

741

739 C17A6 350 D009B: Schedule initiatives ; CPs 422 and 491 . Shared with other SDCS . Sex CR #s 729, 738, 740,
741

740 C17A6 350 D017A ; Schedule initiatives; CPs 422 and 491. Shared wide other SDCS . Sex CR #s 729, 738, 739,
741

741 C17A6 350 D022A: Schedule initiatives ; Us 422 and 491 . Shared with other SDCS. See CR #s 729, 738, 739,
740

742 C17A6 400 Jacobs CP 458 Dirt costs of contract change proposals . Shared with other SDCs . See also 743,
744, 745, 746

743 C17A6 400 DO11 A; CP 458 Direct costs of contract change proposals . Shared with other SDCs. See also 742,
744, 745, 746

744 C 17A6 400 D009B: CP 458 Direct costs of contract change proposals. Shared with other SDCs. See also 742,
743, 745, 746

745 C17A6 400 D017A: CP 458 Direst casts of contract change proposals . Shared with other SDCs. See also742,
743, 744, 746

745.12 Revised I5k Volt Pull Boxes
746 C t 7A6 400 D022A. CP 458 Direct costs ofconlract change proposals. Shared with other SDCs. See also 742,

743, 744, 745
747 C09C2 86 CP 114 - Raurp XE Modifications
748 C09A3 12 Various cost proposals within Mod pertaining to VB #1 Access delays and changes
749 C17AA 744 Replace wall panel top connections - Merged into CR #627

750 C17AA 1095 Asphalt pavement grinding - Rideabtlity - Mexgodutto CR #628

751 C 17A6 41 FCN 671CP 51 - Additional requirements AIS transfer switch
752 CI7A6 137 FCN IOVCP 188 - Revisions to jet fan conduit tutting
753 C17A6 350 DOI 8A: FCN 301/CP 491 - Damages related to NBO delays. Shared with other SM. See also CR

#s 729 and 738 - 741.

754 C17A6 216 FCN 315/CP 537 - DST interim fire alarm and carbon monoxide systems
755 C18A2 6 Extra monorail steel
756 C 18A2 63 FCN 55 - Gable end of barrel vault
757 C17A6 539 FCN 3761CP 750 15 KV pup boxes in AIS
758 C18A2 33 Tube steel brace at column line E

759 C 17AA 1076 Project wide leak repair - CSU I I - Merged into CR #627.04
760 C2032 668 Investigate water infiltration at I-90 and I-93 - Merged into CR #627.04
761 C2OB2 634 SL do TL system at Ramp 7-A/D (JFCN 432 and 454)

762 C17A6 400 D018A: CP 458 Direct costs of contractor change proposals. Shared with other SDCs. See also 742,
743, 744, 745, and 746

762.09 Additional ManhokdCatchbasims4CP 1362)
763 C29A 1 128 Platform rodmigrr at Bridge #4 (East) Opcoing/Cr 131
764 C198A 27 Additional conduit between Betts B15 and 833
765 C22A2 811 Final settlement
766 C22A 1 13 Access restraints and milestone date m:visious
767 C22A 1 3 Vehicle loop detectors
768 C22A 1 4 Additional MCS work on South Bowe Haut Road
769 C22A 1 9 Install AM radio radiator win: portal so portal in both inverts
770 C22A 1 16 Incorporation of comments and deficiencies for PS&E
771 C22A i 17 Addition of fire daec ionfalarm equilnn t in VB #6
772 C22A I 18 Addition of fire detection/aUrni equipment in VS #7
773 C22A I 19 Sign changes - South Boston Access to TW'C
774 C22A1 20 Fire alum system in ERS and CMF
775 C22A1 23 Warehouse facilities
776 C22A I 27 Addition of security system in East Boston ERS/ESS
777 C22A 1 36 Provide non-PVC jacketed control cable (foram CR #77)
778 C22A I 40 Relocation of equipm ent and associated signal muting
779 C22A I 46 Access control/security system , telephone system and fire alarm system tic-in for ERS #2 in South

780 C22A 1 59

Boston

Specification and drawing changes
781 C22A1 195 Warehousing
782 C22A 1 234 Fire detection system deficiencies at VB #6 and VB #7
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue

783

Contract
C22A2

Mod#
200 Revised access restraints and tm'testone dates

784 C22A2 252 Direct Costs ofcoutractor Change proposals

785 C22A2 9 Equipment cabinet support frames (FCNs 37, 38, 39, 40, and 42)
786 C22A2 430 Simulcast installation

787 C22A2 461 Correct two-way radio distortion

788 C22A2 466 13000: Extend software engineering support

789 C22AZ 352 Loop detector replacement - Section II Mod not yet tinalaed
790 C09B2 364 Wabocrete at superplug joints and plentmt teak proofmg
791 C198A 90 Leak injection roof walljoints - CASB & CANB tunnels Merged into CR #627.04

792 COSAI 316 Cult out and dispose of ACM from COSA I @ Subaru
793 C09D2 20 Seawall revisions at Screen House

794 C21C2 71 Final settlement.
795 C 17A6 845 Anticipated ACM and utility impacts to drain line installation

796 C17A3 99 Revised Dwgs. & Spec. of Conformed Contract Documents Per Update No. 7
797 C 17A3 43 Revise Drawings and Specifications of Conformed Contract Documents per Update #4
798 C17A3 55 Revise Drawings and Specifications of Conformed Documents per Update #6
799 C17AA 1190 Winter Maintenance Support - Merged into #CR 627.04
800 C 19BA 52 Enlarge Cable Anchorage Openings at Zakim Bridge
801 C09A4 999 Thrust Pit claim

802 C17AA 353 Modify Exhaust Ducts VB #4 - New Computer Model
803 C17AA 9% Southbound Leak Repair - Live Traffic Conditions. Merged into CR #627.04
804 C17AA 1151 South Bay Mall Scope Transfer - C09C2

805 C17AA 1222 'Repair ? troproofing Due to Leaks CSU-11 .5 - Mcrgod into CR #627.04

806 C22A1 306 Final Settlement - I-901TWT Furnisbiltwalt IPCS
807 CI8A2 8 Equipment Access Hatcb (FCN #001 , RFI #0005)
808 C I SA2 87 New Fire Enclosure Around Access Hatch Opening (FCN No. 79)
809 CIRA2 127 Elevator Shaft Walllnfill (FCN.No_61)

810 C18A2 9 Transfer Girders Fabrication Delay

811 CI8A2 29 Standby Switchgear Room #302 (KW No. 46)

812 C18A2 76 Standby Electric Room Additional Ceiling (FCN 72)
813 CISA2 35 T31 Granite Anchors
814 C18A2 67 600V Rated Wires & Cables (FCN 66)
815 CI8A2 97 Revise Granite Support Analysis (RH 193)
816 CI8A2 98 Coordination With C22A9, Hardware and Security (FCN 85)
817 CI8A2 105 Door Height Adjustment (FCN No. 97)

819 C20B1 281 Global Settlement

819 C09A4 4% FCN 588 - Pullbox Cover Fireproofing

627 PW Project Wide Waterpmofnglssue
627.1 Waterprooing - Leaks due to Design Errors on C19E1 and C1 JAI
627.3 Warerpaooing - Materials

627A Waterprooing - Corrosion

628 PW Prrtject Wide Pavement Issue
820 PW none Project-wide delay
820.5t Potential Project Wide Acceleration Recovery - Project

820.b Potential Elements of Project Wide Delay Recovery - D017A
820.c Potential Elements of Project Wide Delay Recovery- D015A
820-4 Potential Elements of Project Wide Delay Recovery - D022A

FO81 COSA i Replace Lighting Circuit and. Feeders

F082 C08A i Estimated Claim
F083 C08A 1 Un-approved Mods currenhy listed in Oracle
F084 C08A I Anticipated Engineering Claim

F085 CO8A 1 Bent - 5' (tenurnbering of 676.2)
FI51 CI5A3 EstimatedClaitn-Impacts resulting from electrical changes
F152 C15A3 Un-approved Mods
F171 C 17A6 Un-approved Mods
F172 C17A6 Estimated Claim-Impacts resulting from changes
F173 C17A9 Underpinning

F174 C 17A9 Acceleration due to Underpinning
Fig] C 17A6 Anticipated Delay Claim for CR #580 - Electrical equipment work-around for AIS and Dewey Square

Tunnel.
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Cost Recovery Issues

Issue Contract Mod#
F191 C19E6 Un-approved Mods
F192 C19E6 EcWmted Clean-Impacts remking from cbxnges
F701 C2OB2 15kv Cable Rework 8 AIS Vault
F2M C2OB2 Unapproved Mods
F221 C22A2 Funue cost I-90/1-93 radio system
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EXHIBIT _ WISS JANNEY STEM TO STERN AUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1(a)

reportable Condition Description

General Reportable Conditions - throughout CAIf and boat sections

S2: Overhead concrete delaminations and debonded patches on concrete roof slabs. This condition occurs primarily at
onstruction joints. See Appendix A plan views for locations.

S3: Leakage and deterioration at construction joints . This condition is related to TS2; however, it represents locations
here the condition has not yet progressed to a delamination and possible overhead hazard . See Appendix A plan views fo

locations.
: Debris in upper lemurs . General observation in the CArr stem.

SS: Pattern cracking and delaminations in roadway topping slab of various locations throughout the tunnel and boat

lures.
S6: Standing water and active leaks through wall fbase slab construction joints or air vents in the lower plenum. See

ppendix A plan views for locations with sign ificant standing water.
S7: Delaminations on cast - in-place concrete wall surfaces in boat sections, thin debonded patches . See Appendix A plan

views for locations.
Cut and Cover Tunnels - no slurry wall, no side ducts (portions of 1-90 Connector east or Fort Point Channel,

Bird Island Flats, Logan Interchange, 1-9311-901nterchange, some 1-93 Ramps)

F 9: Active water leakage and ponding water in Ted Williams Tunnel utility rooms-

10: Significant cracking and defamination in tunnel structural elements at one location that traverses Ramp HOV-EB (at

Station 44±60) and Ramp L(at its Station 96+00 at Su eiAg location-
IS) 1: Cracking in tunnel walls and curb /barriers due to misaligned expansion joints in roadway slab and tunnel roof in

Ramp D,1-90 EB and 1-90 WB at Station 43+90 at Superplug location.

and Cover - no slurry walls, with side ducts not including jacked tunnel or ITT (portions of 1-90 Connector

st of Fort Point Channelr:l
17: Cracked manhole cover on RampDN at Station 19+50

ut and Cover - steel soldier pile supported slurry walls ( 1-93 Mainline and most 1 -93 ramps

xcept Dewey Square tunnel section] -

519: Water breach at Panel E045 in 1-93 (1-93 NB, Station 104+50). Unsuitable materials found at approximately 188

locations associated with bentonite seams in the concrete la in GAIT personnel surve s_

520: Leaks through SPTC walls, especially at roof to wall junction- Associated corrosion of roof girders_ Orange colored

fain may actually be algae-
[TS22: Steel soldier pile- flan es exposed at areas of missing fireproofing

acked Tunnels with side ducts (1-90 Connector under South Station tracks Station 22+00 to 25+10)

ron

4: 5 ft _ wide section between construction joints with active leakage and unsound concrete or patches at Stations 23+ 1 q
24+00 in i-90 EB; similar conditions at Stations 24+50 and 25+20 in 1-90 WB and at Station 26+40 in Ramp D. Also, a
by 1.5 ft_ area of unsound concrete at the slab soffit elevation change in tunnel roof at Station 21+60 in 1-90 EB

sists ofweak- rout- and a skim coat patch-

iTT - Steel with Concrete Liner (1-90 Ted Williams under Inner Harbor)

S27: Lar a sections of overhead concrete delaminations/ove r at Stations 102+43 and 105+71.

ut and Cover - concrete-encased steel bent (Dew Square Tunnel , 1-93 SR)

S29: Steel irder bottom flanges exposed at areas of missing Fire roofin .LrS_3

0: Impact damage at bottom flange of steel girder at 1-93 SB Station 84+60-
1: Efflorescence and water staining on soffit sub-ceili _

Reportable Condition Description

Suspended Ceilings in 1-90 CGIRICCtor Tunnels

TFi: Excessive hanger spacing or cantilever span , noted at 176 locations-

TFZ: Uneven load distribution - excessively tight or loose hangers, noted at 81 locations including shored ceiling at 1-90

EB Sta_ 46+95 to 38-07_ Loose handers west of Sta. 44425 attributed to shoring and not specifically noted.
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EXHIBIT WISS JANNEY STEM TO STERN AUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1 (a)

TF3: Unsound epoxy anchors, noted at 36 locations.

TF4: Concrete Walling around channel inserts noted at 15 locations.
TF5: Channel insert set too high in concrete , channel lips deformed due to overtightened bolts or lack of contact with

bracket later observed at 7 locations.
TF6: Hairline crack in ceiling panel at

I-90 EB Sta. 50+75• spalled comer at vent port in ceiling panel in Ram D Sta. 55+25:
Surface corrosion on connection bolts noted at 9 specific locations and as eneral observation in I 1 areas.

uspended Ceilings in Ted Williams Tunnel

Spalled concrete around a xy anchors, noted at 29 locations.

F9: Crack in concrete through e x anchor embedment zone, noted at 68 locations-

F10: Epoxy anchors in unsound concrete , TWT EB Sta. 112+05 and Sta. 131+60.

F11: Loose nuts or partial thread engagement on anchor bolts, noted at 9 locations.
F12: Gap between yoke and concrete noted at 49 locations.

F13: D!) -packed out spa lled or missin noted at 18 specific locations as general observation in two areas.
F14: Offset between stringers at expansion joint, missing splice and long cantilever, TWT EB Sta. 94+88,9&f-17,

143+15 TWT WB Sta . 147+80.
F15: Excessive bolt tightness at stringer expansion joint connections , noted at 9 locations where torque was checked.

F16: Movement at direct attached ceiling aue TWf EB Sta . 95+00-

uspended Ceilings in Central Artery ( 1.93) Tunnels

F17: Loose vertical hanger , noted at 35 locations.

F18: Missing diagonal braces , missing clevis pins at diagonal brace connections,

ANB Sta_ 154+30 to 154+50

ANB Sta. 156-f 20 to 162400
ASQ Sta_ 147+D0.
F19: Loose or missing cotter ins or lock nuts, noted at 44 locations.
F20: Hairline cracks in recast concrete ceiling panels, CANE Sta. 86+05 to 86+40.

Suspended & Wall-Mounted Equipment and Fixtures - 1-90 Connector, Ted Williams Tunnet, Central Artery

F21: Pullout of epoxy anchors for light fixtures direct connected to concrete roof slab. Fixture at Ramp L-CS Sta. 81+00

eyed under hand pressure; anchors at Ramp L, Sta. 76+75 pulled out up to 12. in.; 2 missing anchors at Ramp L Sta.

6+25.

F22: let fan support deficiencies, noted at 7 locations:. Loose or missing bolts, partial thread engagement, improperly

lapped bearin connections. Poor alignment at several other locations.

F23: Loose and/or missing connection elements at wall or ceiling mounted cameras and equipment, noted at 21 locations

F24: Missing fasteners at clectrical box covers over traffic, noted at 12 locations

F25: Missing or damaged base connection at walkway railing, noted at Ramp ST-CN Sta. 51+90 and Ramp D Sta.
51+00.

F26: Impact damage to walkway tailing, noted at 1-90 EB Sta. 18+30, Ram D Sta. 54+10 Ram ST-CN Sta. 51+00.
F27: Damaged exit signs at emer enc cxi(doorways^ noted at 9 locations.

unnel Signs and Supports - 1-90 Connector, Ted Williams Tunnel, Central Ar Ir

F28: Impact-damaged sign with bent framing and/or missing bolts, noted at 13 locations.

F29: Loose or missing fasteners at sign support to roof connection noted at 12 locations.
TF30: Corrosion on sign support elements noted at 55 locations in TWT.
TF31: Loose U-bolt connections at si supports, noted at 13 locations.

F33: Atypical sign anchored to roof with epoxy anchors, noted at 1-90 EB Sta. 26+25 and 39+68; Ramp L Sta. 78+50.

Wall Panels and Finishes - 1-90 Connector , Ted Williams Tunnel, Central Artery

TF34: lower panel connections missing or anchored into unsound concrete . noted at 5 locations in 1-90 EB and Ramp L

side plenums.

TF35: Standing water on walkway surrounding base of panel , noted at CANB Sta. i 11+80-
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EXHIBIT WiSS JANNEY STEM TO STERN AUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1(a)

F36: Corrosion of lateral panel support connection elements , noted as a general observation in 23 areas in side plenums-

TF37: Water staining, cracking, and delamination of direct applied tiles due to cracking or movement of concrete

substrate noted at 63 locations throuJtout 1-90 Connector and TWT

Viaduct Superstructure Elements

L Mortar patches were observed on the underside of the viaduct structures in the 1 -90/1-93 Interchange and at 1-93
orth of the Charles River- Typically the patches were on the side and bottom of precast boxes, immediately adjacent to

he epoxied joints and usually in the 1-2 .1L size. Potential overhead hazard.
2: Mortar patches on the underside of the box girder top flange/slab (wing) of the viaduct structures in the 1-90/1-93

Interchange and at 1-93 North of the Charles River . Typically, these patches were much larger than patches at epoxied

oints . Certain locations were estimated to be approximately 3 m. deep - Potential overhead hazard.

3: Large spall observed at the underside the box girder wing (1-93NB) near Bent NB8 . Located at interface of wing tip

d barrier wall
CV4: Large all and delamination noted at epoxied joint of Ram CT near abutment at end of ramp.

V6: Leaking on interior of box girder segment observed around joint of various closure pours
V7: Ctackin and moisture stainin g noted at a sign s haunch near Bent CTI 1.

VI l: Poorly installed electrical unction box cover in span SNIT_

VI 5: Water leaking from joints between box sections was noted near the northeast corner of the Summer St. Bridge over
St.
VI6: Core holes in box girder webs had not been patched.
aduct Substructure Elements

CV19 : Excessive bearing deformation observed at some locations- The edge of an elastomeric bearing at Bent NS14 is
be innin to separate from the concrete void slab drop panel.

V22: Anchors in recast curtain wall panels are ioosenin due to traffic vibrations.
V23: Above-grade EPS (expanded polystyrene) "embankments ," located primarily in the 190193 interchange area , are clad

ith thin stucco material that can be easily damaged by minor impacts (e.g. from landscaping and maintenance equipment,

or vandals) .
Viaduct Su a -structures-Box Girder Elements

VI: Loose nut, various locations, see Appendix B.

V2: Missing nut, various locations, see Appendix B.
V3: Missing bolt, various locations, see A ndix B.

V4: Saw cut notch in to flange due to stay-in-place form modification various locations see A ndix B.

V5: Unpainted backer bar still in place. East end of North Cross Girder-1-93 Northbound on elevated steel structure

C19B1 .

V6: Spall in underside of deck concrete. Ramps North of Gilmore Bridge. East girder within Span CL8-CL9 (C19B9)_

V7: Spall in underside of deck concrete. Ramps North of Gilmore Bridge. West girder within Span CL8-CL9 (C 1988).

V8: E x injected cracks - Rarer K between box girders and Pier 16 and 17 C 12A31.

SV9: Missing access hole hinge bolt - Ram L-CN, Girder 2 south of Cross Girder 2' 09E6 .

V 10: Flame cut conduit web penetration - Ram s North of Gilmore Bridge. Girder SN2 near Pier SN=2 (09138).
VI 1: Flame cut conduit web penetration. Ram SN, outside irder, near Pier SNS C19E6 _
V12- 5/8" long crack through weld throat at top of diaphragm attachment to girder web. Ramp LC-N, outside girder near

ross Girder LCN3 C19E6 .

V13: Cracked weld at to of web stiffener. Ram LC-N within Cross Girder LCN3 (C19136).
V14: Corrosion and leakage on stay in lace forms various locations see Appendix B.

f Viaduct Substructure Elements

V I8: Elastomeric bearing ads distorted on south end of bus ram s (C09F i ).

iaduct Superstructures - Plate Girder Elements
1
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EXHIBIT _ WISS JANNEY STEM TO STERNAUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1(a)

iV 14: Four "C" clamps over roadway connect conduit to bottom flange near middle pier of Albany Street overpass

C09C2).

iV20: Plywood form left in place at north abutment of Albany Street overpass (C09C2).

3V2 1: Failed expansion joint insert (t^ical) (C08AI).

General Conditions

6131: Main span and back spans have open electrical junction boxes and conduits. Some conduits are filled with water.

B3: Main span and back spans have few working lights.
BS: Back span cracking in the transverse diaphragm walls, longitudinal diaphragm walls, and the trapezoidal box girder

op and bottom flange soffits-
ower Elements

6: C racking , delamination, and deterioration of revious concrete patches.
12: Hone combi of concrete adjacent to top stay anchors-
I3: Loose anchor bolt and bent anchor bolt in south tower anchor box.

I14: Flooding and/or excessive standing water at de adjacent to the south lower foundation.B
Main Span Elements

B15: Missing nut at cantilever floor beam (CFBS) top connection to lon itudinal box ed c irder (EG3S).

B16: Missing bolt and loose bolt at a floor beam supporting the grating on the east side of FBI5S (north elevation).

B17: Leakin drain on the east side of FBIN north elevation .

I

B18: Loose closure anel on the east side of FBIN south elevation -
B19 : Cracking, delamination and deterioration of recast panels.Z

South Back Span Elements

ZB20 : High concentration of hairline cracks at the soffit near Beni I and Bent 2.

ZB21 : Electrical to on external tendon s Iices-

ZB23 : Missing precast panel connections and bolts in the closure area adjacent to Bent 1.

Stay Cable Elements

ZB24: Missing or improperly installed bolts at hood on bottom stay anchor connection. Back span anchors C 10S, C 15ES,

2N, and 32EN.

ZB26: Wax leakage from seal at end cap. Bottom stay anchors C26ES, C28ES, CI7WS, C13ES, C22EN, C21EN, and

C 17 WN.
ZB27: Failed sealant at transition from anti-vandalism tube to HDPE i at numerous bottom stay anchors.

2828: Tie wire used in lace of cotter in at south back span cable tie adjacent to bottom stay anchor CI OS.
830: Longitudinal cracking in the top flange of the concrete trapezoidal box girder adjacent to numerous back span

nchors.
ZE 31: Missing and/or damaged wax injection and vent pons. Bottom stay anchors C6S and C13WS. Top stay anchor C6N.

1
B32: Dame ed end caps. Bottom nay anchors C6S and C 13 WN_

nts

B34: Cracking and localized spatting of concrete at Bent 6-

ridtee Superstructure Elements
I

LB1: Backing bar used for fabrication remains at bottom flange attachment of floor beam to floor beam segment adjacent
x girder web late- Typical at all floor beams.

LB2: Missing bolts at floor beam connection at Floor Beam 8.

I

LB3: Debris and dirt accumulation inside box girder.
L134 : Light fixtures rigid conduits and wiring installed but not o rational-

Lan a Buildin g Elements

83: Exterior Walls: Missing anchor at louver -support column in the northeast supply fan room on Level 3 of VBL

Medium -Sized Building Elements

B4: Exterior Waits: Loose bolt at spandrel beam near the east end of the south elevation (Central Maintenance).
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EXHIBIT WISS JANNEY STEM TO STERN AUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1(a)

mall Structure Elements

96: Concrete Deterioration : Ceiling delamination 2-W)-

L11 Buildings and Structures - Non-Structural Conditions
I

B8: HVAC, Plumbing, Electrical, Ceiling Supports: Lack of lateral bracing at hanger supports; lack of equipment anchors-

119: Water Leakage: Leakage through cracks and joints in walls, ceilings, and stabs; stains, mineral deposits, and peeling

aint on ceilings and walls, standing water, rusted electrical conduits and boxes ; plumbing leaks; some injection work;

florescence on brick walls-
10: Concrete Deterioration : Slab scaling and delamination (VB4); delaminated patches (VBI); window sill delamination

OCC); wall delaminations (Summer, Essex St. fan chambers); and cnunbling concrete (TE-606, TE-617).

BI 1: Concrete Surface Blemishes: Ceiling cracks with mineral deposits under interior spaces; exterior wall cracks, some
ith mineral deposits or stains; cracks in slabs; splotchy surface appearance; patches; exposed reinforcing steel and soldier

iles.
B12: Steel Deterioration: Minor corrosion of base plate (ERS VESS); peeling paint and corrosion on window trim (Parcel 7

arage) and roof trim (Central Maintenance); corrosion on stair risers, treads, and supporting members (small structures);
orrosion of embedded steel later tunnel c Ness stairs_

B13: Masonry and Stone Deterioration and Distress: Cracked and spalled bricks

ERS 71ESS); vertical cracks in brick masonry walls near corners, loose joint mortar (Essex St. fan chamber); open coping

oints (Summer, Beach St_ fan chambers); cracked stone cladding, open joints (Summer, Essex St- fan chambers); CMU

locks removed from interior walls (VB4, TE-526); and loose CMU wall connection plates that are not tight

TE-405)_

814: Local Hazard: Trip (V B8, Parcel 7 Garage, 1-90 Toll Plaza Tunnel), drive (Parcel 7 Garage), and overhead (VB4,

E-505 hazards-

111 S: Maintenance: Worn traffic coaling (Parcel 7 Garage); broken glass pane and open interior joints at window frames

Air Intake); clogged roof drain and wire sticking out of brick wall (VB5); damaged roof flashing (VB7); duct tape on stair

reads TE-12-W. TE-13-E . and door that does not latch TE-12-W).

General Conditions (See Appendix 8 for exact locations)

SLI: Structure base connection contains loose or untightened leveling nut(s) / anchor nut(s) resulting in gap between base

plate and nut(s). Various locations- (See Appendix B).

SL2: Base connection is loose and exhibits displacement when subjected to lateral loads- Base connection obscured by

architectural decoration. Various locations. (See Appendix B).

SU: Impact damage on sign. Various locations (See Appendix B).

Sten Suotrort Structures

L4: "HOV " sign on west leg missing bottom boll at truss sign N-03 south of Mass Ave overpass-

L-5: Monotube overhead sign structure with missing anchor bolt nut on west leg . 1-93 NB (South of city) near mile marker

X/0.4-
L& Single post sign has anchor nuts with only half of thread depth engaged. North side of intersection of Mass. Ave. and

Fronta a Rd_
LT Monotube overhead sign structure with missing bolts and one loose bolt in midspan splice of large tube. 1-90 EB east

f Albany Street Bridge.
1-8: Mile marker sign 19 missing nut. Other anchor nuts are loose. 1-93 Northbound on Zakim Bridge-
L9. Mile marker sign 18.9 with fractured pole to base plate weld due to impact damage. 1-93 northbound on Zakim

rift e.

L10: Rectangular tube overhead sign structure with missing nut on east base plate. Near tunnel entrance north of Summe

Street.
Ll l: Sin le post sign has failed anchor bolt and loose anchor nuts . Ram SN at mile marker 0-9.
L12: Single post sign has impact damage at base connection. Fractured weld. Ram NS at mile marker 0.6-
L13. Roadway sign connection with loose clips fastening it to the steel posts. Service Road and Porter at airport-
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EXHIBIT WISS JANNEY STEM TO STERN AUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1(a)

L14: Monotube overhead sign with loose clip anchors testing within sign flutes. 1-90 just east of D Street.

Luminaire Support Structures

L15: Square aluminum light pole with impact damage . Mass. Ave. connector eastbound side near beginning of ramp to

3-SB.
L16: Square aluminum light pole with impact damage . intersection of South Boston Bypass Rd. and Boston Wharf.

L17: Square aluminum light pole with foundation damage . Foundation displacement occurs with minimal horizontal force

pplied to pole. Intersection of South Boston Bypass Rd. just north of Boston Wharf on south side of road.

L18- Prestressed concrete light le with major impact damage at base . Summer St. just east of D St . on median.
L19: Prestressed concrete li ght le with cracked base. Summer St . just east of D St. on median-
L20: Prestressed concrete light pole with cracked grout covering over base connection . Summer St. just west of Drydock

t. on south side of road-
L21: Light le with unstable foundation . In ublic ark area on D street and electric bus ramp.

L22: Light post with loose lobe fixture. Intersection of Congress and Boston Wharf Road.
LZ3: Precast concrete fight le with several vertical cracks . Intersection of Martha and Storrow Dr.

124: Precast concrete light le not installed plumb. Storrow Drive center median near tunnel entrance

L25: Precast concrete light le not installed plumb. Storrow Drive center median near tunnel entrance-

L26: Precast concrete light le with spall at base- Storrow Drive center median near tunnel entrance.
L27: Light post with loose globe fixture. Intersection of Martha and Whittier Place_

L28: Li t le with decorative base cover damage. Intersection of Kingston and Surface

L29: Concrete light le with vertical crack . Intersection of Essex and Surface
L30: Precast concrete light pole with short crack at base . Frontage Road across from South Bay Mail and Bank of

merica_
L31: Precast concrete light le with short crack at base . West end of sho in center, east of Railroad bridge.

SL32: Light le and concrete support with impact damage . Between 1-93 SB and frontage road on central barrier.

L33: Light pole with flame cut hole for anchor bolts on barrier between 1-93 S_B . and frontage road on central barrier-

L34: Light fixture is full of water . North end of north toll booth at aiq;ioM

L35: Five cast iron posts with loose base connection about 2 ft above base. Some of these connections were previously

elded and the short length welds cracked - Summer j ust east of Dorchester.
1.36: Li t le with broken breakaway connector - Harborside and Porter at ai rport.
L37: Light pole with significant corrosion with major section loss at pole base . Harborside south of Jefferies at airport.

138: All light po les on Spectacle island do not contain anchor bolts.
L39: Li ht poles on Spectacle Island were reported to have problems of disengaging lobe fixtures.

Traffic Signal Support Structures

L40: 2 Cracked cast aluminum traffic post bases . East side of intersection of Mass _ Ave. and Frontage Rd.

L41: Traffic signal post with im t damage. D Street just north of Summer St_ in median.
L42: Traffic signal with missing . nut and a partially engaged nut. D Street just north of Summer Si- on east side of St.

L43: Traffic signal to mast arm connection with misaligned light fixture. Intersection of Pearl and Surface.
IL44: Traffic signal base connection with missin g nut. Northwest corner of Broad and Surface.
IAS: Traffic signal post with nuts not ful ly engaged at base late at northeast corner of Sudbury and Surface.
L46: Rectangular steel tube overhead traffic signal with missing anchor bolt at base connection . Ram SA-ST.
L47: Traffic signal post with base problem - Intersection of Traverse and Washington in median.
L48: questionable base connection - traffic si nal post. Intersection of Causeway and Washington-

damagem act on traffic signal post base . Intersection of Cross and Sudbu .
L50: Traffic signal with missing anchor boll and nut Intersection of Nashua and Minot.
L51: Traffic signal with im pact damage on main le structure . Ram CL near mile marker 0.2.



EXHIBIT WISS JANNEY STEM TO STERN AUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1(a)

PL52: Traffic signal with 4 in long base crack that fractured during basic lateral load test South Bay Shopping center

Lentrance-
Cantilevered traffic signal mast arm connection that exhibits corrosion and crack-Rice condition at connection to

le. Various locations. See Appendix B).
L54: Cantilevered traffic signal mast arm with broken U-bolt connection on center light . Intersection of Pumphouse and

ummer.
PL55: Cantilevered traffic signal mast arm with 2 loose connection bolts on the lower side of the connection . Southwest

mer of D Street and Congress-
L56: Cantilevered traffic signal mast arm with loose connection boh. Gap between connection plate and head of boh.

outheast corner of Congress and East Service

FIRE DETECTION & ALARM SYSTEMS

LS4: Spacing of some manual fire alarm boxes are not be in compliance with basis of design and NFPA 502 (I-93,190

onnector

LSS: Assumptions used in evaluation to remove linear heat detection systems are not presently valid based on key systems
jnot being fully installed and available for OCC use.
(IS6: Basis of design fire-detection time.

FFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
LS7: Emergency strobe light (ESL) -system is poorly defined to motorists and may be ineffective in directing them to safe

ress in the event of a tunnel evacuation.

LSS: Corrosion of the exposed conduit raceway and strobes in the Ted Williams Tunnel.

1

LS9: Emergent strobe light ESL circuits are not superv ised for circuit failure.

LSIO: Highway advisory radio (HAR) and variable message sign (VMS) systems are not fully integrated into IPCS nor

,liable for OCC use.

ANDPIPE SYSTEM & WATER SUPPLIES

LSI1: Section of standpipe system is disconnected from rust of system (I-90 EB near utility room UR -117).

LS12: Connection of two sections of standpipe p iping, is not secure near access to V85).

LS13: Inoperable hose cabinet handles prevent access to hose connections I-93 NB/SB ttutnets and ram
LS14: Oxidation on bronze hose valves in hose connection cabinets could inhibit operability (1-90 EB/WB in at least three

hole stand i sections).
LSIS: Elbows for hose connections show signs of corrosion TWT .

LS16: Corrosion of some sections of tunnel standpipe piping TWT, 1-93 NB 1-93 SB ramps).

LS17: Support for piping is damaged or does not comply with code (standpilLe sec. 213 of 1-93 NB Ram ST-CN .

IS18: Incorrect or missing identification signage for drain valves and fire department hose connections (1-93,1-90, TWT)_

LS19: Standpipe piping system not protected against potential vehicle impact (I-93 SB Ramp R-R, last hose connection

nd associated 4-inch i in at the south end of ram _
LS20: Rusted chain wheels for sectional valves over tunnel walkways, control chains not locked against unauthorized

losure and tack of electronic monitorirt of valves for closure-
LS21: Insulation becoming detached from wet i TWT utility room UR45 .
LS22: Standpipe sectional control valve above tunnel walkway has its control chain out of reach from walkway (standpipe

cc. 408 between HC 4 and HC 5 in 1-90 ER).

LS23: Standpipe sectional control valve chain is missing near HC 3 on 1-93 SB Ram R-R .

LS24: Standpipe sectional valve is partially closed and chain operator is missing (Sec. 408, between HC 1 and HC 2 in I-
0 EB tunnel _

LS25: Wet standpipe riser control valve for TWf is closed (V136).
LS26: Valves at wet standpipe hose connections are closed
LS27-. Fireproofing material resent on air vacuum/relief valve I-93 SB Ram R-R .

LS28: Valve hand wheel not attached to hose connection 1-90 WB Ram D cabinet Section 416, HC 8).
LS29: Missing hose connection caps (1-93 NB/SB Fire Dept. Connections located at the surface of Tunnel Egress 526H).

-N I
RPORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
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EXHIBIT WISS JANNEY STEM TO STERN AUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1(a)

LS30: Fire extinguishers exhibiting rust near bottom of extinguishers (I-M-93 Connector EB).

I: Maintenance of fire exit uishers per Code is not evident-

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS & CONTROL OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

LS32: lnter- enc training on incident response pTLx&res is not occurrin as planned all hmnels)_

MERGENCY EGRESS FEATURES
LS33 : Emergency response procedures for tunnel egress are not consistent with the project Design Criteria or with NFPA

2_

LS34 : "ect design basis does not address accessible egress from the tunnels.
LS35- Obstruction present on TWT a Tess walka west end of tunnel)_

LS36: Many of the sliding 1-1/2 hour fue doors do not close properly (all tunnels) and have door gaskets that are bent

d/or partially torn TWT onl -
LS37 : Broken exit sjjT! at some cross assa eshunnel exits all tunnels and within vent bld 3 4 6 7,8 .
LS38: Exit si a not visible lower ion of TWT; large fan rooms of VB1 4

LS39: Heavily soiled exit signs all tunnels).
ILS40: Non-workin or insufficient lighting in tunnel exits/cross pal es -90 and. 1-93 on

LS41 : Temporary laminated placards used for exit and w fmdin s c (TWT and 1-90 on ly).
LS42: Stair interrupter gates are broken and left open at some locations TWT and 190 onl _
LS43: Opening force for sliding fire doors exceed Project Deli Criteria all tunnels).
LS44 : Guardrails not provided for pLssenger-side egress walkways in tunnels all tunnels) .
LS45 : Some of the sliding doors for cross passageways do not have fire -ratio labe l all tunnels) .
LS46 : Fire-rated doors do not close properly some mechanical and electrical rooms of VB 1 4 5 6 7

OPERATIONS & CONTROL SYSTEMS (OCC, BOCC, iPCS

LS47: Total IPCS systems integration not complete (OCC).

LS48: Personal emergency respo nse equ ipment for operators and critical information access.
LS49: Extent of training to handle OCC power failure. Response to OCC power failure was inefficient and took too long to

et back in service.

LS50: Deteriorated condition of CCVE equipment all tunnels).
LS51. Possible single point of failure - insufficient cooling for critical data and a ui ment storage rooms.

LS52: Uni ue/ o riet IPCS software system and hardware obsolescence.

LS53: At times OCC staffing does not appear to be adequate to monitor the number of cameras within the CAfr system.

POWER SYSTEMS (ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS & SUPPORT SPACES)

LS56: Water is leaking into the main electrical rooms and other critical areas (VB 2, 4, 7, 8-, OCC, substations, various
tunnel utility rooms).

LS58: Access within the fire pump room is restricted (VB5) and flammable fluids and other items are stored in fire pump
room V B7 .
LS59 : Grounding busses and some batteries are corroded and leaking acid all vent bld
LS60: Generally inadequate emergency signage , inadequate clearances , improper liquidtight conduit length and supports,

exposed cable and missin miscellaneous accessories all vent bl s OCC and substations _
LS61: Multi le spaces have cooling ca act concerns all vent bid s and substations).
LS62 : A space originally designed to be a clerical support storage room has been converted to a computer room (OCC).

LS63: Inoperative building supply and exhaust fans Sail vent bldgs, OCC and substations
OLS64: The supply fan for the electrical room is cycling on and off (V135).
LS65: The supply fan and exhaust fan rooms have visible standing water (VB7).
LS66: The outdoor air dampers do not seal VB6 _
LS67: There is no make- up or supply air to the banery room that has a continuously operating exhaust fan for H2

ventilation_CV66_ _

LS70: Exhaust fans in Tunnel Jet Fan Control Room do not have vibration isolation (V
L.S71. Damper indicator lights are not functional (VB1,3 4,8).

tLS72: Damper actuator hydraulic oil tanks show visible signs of leaking (all vent bldgs)_
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EXHIBIT WISS JANNEY STEM TO STERN AUDIT
PHASE 1 and 1(a)

LS73: Combustible debris and materials in the fan room
4: Fire stop in the fan control room 3M02 is not complete (VB5).
5: Construction fitter rcrt^airrs installed on the Ile of B 106
6: Fan damper controls are in the direct path of the louvers and fan inlets B7 .

V Flexibleconnection excm& allowable 1 and nos or oundin um visible VB 3,5 .LS78- _per
LS79: Failure in controlled power out a enerator and UI 'S test V82) .
CENTRAL ARTERMUNNEL
112-1: Three wing patches on Ramp ST, contract C19B I, north of Charles River, recommend Batches be replaced.
R2-2: Brownish wing patches on Ramps XX and XXE in South Bay Interchange that exhibited varying degrees of
^unlmded areas, recommend MTA or CAIf investigate these patches further (located over 4th, Broadway , and HOV-EB)

re it unsoundmatches. -- - -
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SUPPLEMENTAL WISS JANNEY UST OF ISSUES

TS1: Diagonal cracks are present near ends of spans and vertical cracks near midspan on the
sloped faces of portal roofs . This condition occurs at various locations in the CANT system. See
Appendix A plan views for locations.

TS8: Multiple horizontal or diagonal cracks at localized areas of the boat or portal walls. See
Appendix A plan views for locations.

TS12: Cracking and bowing in lower plenum cast-in-place wall at Station 144+00 in Ted Williams
Tunnel.

TS13 : Bowing of precast panel at underside of roadway slab in lower plenum , south duct of Ted
Williams Tunnel between 136+80 and 137+30.

TS14: Exposed steel I-beams with corrosion and scaling at east bulkheads of Ramp T-AID supply
plenums-

TS15 : Scaling concrete surface at the tunnel roof in Ted Williams Tunnel westbound between
Stations 88+96 to 89+20.

TS16: Pattern cracking in roof bottom surfaces in the 1-90 Connector tunnels sometimes associated
with unconsolidated concrete . Also occurs at one location in the ITT-concrete tunnel section. See
Appendix A plan views for locations.

TS18: Various conditions at slurry wall construction joints in Ramp L between Stations 65+00 and
72+50, including leakage, exfoliation of shotcrete repairs, and unsound concrete . Leakage at the
joints has also caused corrosion of steel hardware supporting the precast concrete walls located
along the roadway.

TS21: Theoretical deformationtyielding at roof girder web connections to soldier piles.

TS23 : Leakage and rust stains at several PT girder ends.

TS25 : Pattern cracking in roof bottom surfaces similar to TS16 conditions but occurring specifically
in the jacked tube sections, which could not be waterproofed with conventional sheet waterproofing
due to tunnel installation method . See Appendix A plan views for locations.

TS26 : Delaminations and cracking at shear keys in Ted Williams Tunnel supply plenums-

TS28 : Overstress calculated in roof girders at section over interior column.

TF32: Crack in concrete through anchor embedment zone at sign support anchorage , noted at TWT
EB Sta . 143+18, TWT WB Sta. 101+20.

CV5: Insufficient grout in tendon duds.

CV8: Atypical traffic barrier expansion joint. (Typically a cover plate detail at expansion joints-)

CV9: Diagonal cracking of webs of precast segmental box girders observed in Frontage Road
North. Affected area includes longer-than-speed closure pour. Similar, less severe cracking was
noted in a few other locations.



CV10: Deterioration of concrete overlay on viaduct decks.

CV12: Repaired cxacking in the base of an expansion joint segment was observed at Pier SN10.

CV13: Several spans of continuous box girder construction without any apparent means of
accommodating volume change effects were observed in various ramps in the 1-90 /1-93 interchange.

CV14: Deficiency report (DR) #177 of Contract C19131 indicated transverse tendons were missing in
a closure pour near Bent NBB.

CV17: Columns observed with potential interferences , with precast box girder segment wings,
during a seismic event.

CV18: Map cracking of cast in place Bents.

CV20: Missing pintles noted at Bents NS11 and SN15.

CV21 : Pintle at Ramp NS north abutment noted to be locked -up for any additional contraction
movement-

CV24: Fire damage inside transition structure at the north abutment of 1-93NB in the I-90/1-93
Interchange.

SV15 : Diagonal cracks in double column pier (typical ) (C13A1)_

SV16 : Diagonal hairline cracks in double column pier (typical) (C12A3).

SV17: Diagonal hairline cracks in single column pier (typical) (C12A3).

ZBt: Main span and back spans have open electrical junction boxes and conduits . Some conduits
are filled with water-

ZB2: Grout voids in post tensioned tendon ducts at tower strut and strut cantilever , main span deck
slab, and back span diaphragm walls and deck slab.

ZB4: Main span and back spans have cracking , delaminations , and deterioration of roadway
wearing surface.

ZB7: Cracking between stay cable anchors on the north and south elevations of each tower.

ZB8: Longitudinal cracking in concrete at exterior faces of the north and south tower upper legs.

ZB9: Cracking in concrete at north tower strut.

Z810 : Cracking in concrete at north and south tower lower legs.

ZB11: Cracking in concrete at south tower stay cable anchor C19E.

ZB22 : Cracking in wing wall of the south abutment expansion joint (southbound lanes , west side).

ZB25: Oil leakage from internal elastomeric damper observed at hood, connection, or anchor nut at
numerous bottom stay anchors.
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ZB29 : Anchor plate deformation at bottom main span stay anchors C19ES, C20ES, C22ES, C1 BEN,
C19EN, and C33EN.

ZB33: Botts at bearings not property installed.

LBS: Transverse and diagonal concrete cracking in north end pier cap beam.

LS1: Effect of hot gases from fire on epoxy anchors in exhaust plenum (TVYTy, Unprotected
structural steel ceiling support elements located outside of exhaust plenum (1-90 Connector, I-93).

LS2: ASTM Ell 19 fire curves for evaluating the response of tunnel elements subjected to fin: may
not be fully representative of a tunnel car fine.

LS3: Fire resistance ratings of the fireproofing assemblies , through-penetration assemblies, and
opening protectives in tunnel exhaust plenums.

LS54: Non-diverse power for UPS systems (OCC, VB7).

LS55: Automatic capabilities for 15 W automatic transfer switch disabled (all vent bldgs, OCC, and
substations).

LS57: Conflicting drawings and installation of electrical equipment (ail vent bldgs, OCC, and
substations).

LS68 : Settings of overcurrent protection devices inconsistent (all vent bldgs, substations, pumping
stations, and OCC).

LS69: Emergency response procedures incomplete or unavailable (all vent bldgs, substations,
pumping stations, and OCC).

01129255
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RELEASE

In consideration of the payment of$1,750,000, and contingent upon receipt of full

payment, the City of Boston, hereby releases Bechtel Infrastructure Corp. ("Bechtel"), a

Nevada corporation with a principal place of business in Frederick, Maryland, PB

Americas Inc. ("PB") f/k/a Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas, Inc., a New York

corporation with a principal place of business in New York, New York and Bechtel

Parsons Brinckerhoff ("B/PB"), a joint venture of Bechtel and PB, with its principal place

of business in Boston, Massachusetts, their respective corporate heirs, successors,

assigns, affliates, and parent corporations, including all employees, officers, directors,

servants, attorneys, and agents thereof, from all causes of action, claims and damages

relating to or arising out of the July 1 0,2006 incident in which concrete ceiling panels

and associated components over the eastbound travel lanes on the 1-90 Connector tunnel

fell onto the roadway and crushed a traveling vehicle, resulting in the death of the

passenger and injury to the driver. Within fourteen (14) calendar days of the receipt of

full payment, the City of Boston shall execute and fie a stipulation of dismissal with

prejudice with respect to Bechtel, PB, B/PB and Bechtel Corporation f/k/a Bechtel Civil,

Inc. and Bechtel Civil & Minerals, Inc. in Commonwealth of Massachusetts, et aL. v.

Bechtel Corporation,"ßJ_~., Civil Action No. 06-04933 B.L.S. (Massachusetts Superior

Court, Suffolk Division).

The undersigned warrants that he/she is authorized to sign this Release on behalf

Date: I ¡ J~", ). oar

¿:;nnó¿~~nsA
City of Boston

of the City of Boston.

LlBA/1859973.i



RELEASE

In consideration of the payment of $142,000, and contingent upon receipt of full

payment, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority ("MBT A"), a body politic and

corporate established by M.G.L. c. 161A, §2, for itself, its successors, offcers,

employees, representatives and assigns, hereby releases Bechtel Infrastructure Corp.

("Bechtel"), a Nevada corporation with a principal place of business in Frederick,

Maryland, PB Americas Inc. ("PB") f/kJa Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas, Inc.,

a New York corporation with a principal place of business in New York, New York and

Bechtel Parsons Brinckerhoff ("B/PB"), a joint venture of Bechtel and PB, with its

principal place of business in Boston, Massachusetts, their respective corporate heirs,

successors, assigns, and affliates, and parent corporations, including all employees,

officers, directors, servants, attorneys, and agents thereof, from all causes of action,

claims and damages relating to or arising out ofthe July 10, 2006 incident in which

concrete ceilng panels and associated components over the eastbound travel lanes on the

1-90 Connector tunnel fell onto the roadway and crushed a traveling vehicle, resulting in

the death of the passenger and injury to the driver.

The undersigned warrants that he is authorized to sign this Release on behalf of

the MBTA.

iliam A. Mitc e , General Counsel

Massachusetts Ba ransporttion Authority

Date:

LlBN) 859978.1



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

                                                                         
 
UNITED STATES and the
COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS ex rel. DANIEL E.
JOHNSTON,

Plaintiffs, 

v.

BECHTEL CORPORATION, PARSONS
BRINCKERHOFF QUADE & DOUGLAS,
INC., et al.

Defendants.
                                                                        

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 06-11379-GAO

FILED UNDER SEAL

STIPULATION OF DISMISSAL AS TO CLAIMS AGAINST BECHTEL
CORPORATION AND PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF QUADE & DOUGLAS

The United States, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and relator Daniel Johnston,

(collectively the “Parties”) pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a)(1)(i), the False Claims Act, 31

U.S.C. § 3730(b)(1), and the State False Claims Act, M.G.L. c. 12 § 5C(2), and in accordance

with the terms of the January __, 2008 Agreement between the Parties and Bechtel Infrastructure

Corporation and Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. (“PB”), hereby stipulate, through

their undersigned counsel, to the entry of an order dismissing with prejudice all civil monetary

claims asserted on behalf of the United States and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts against

Bechtel Corporation and PB.

This stipulation has no effect on claims or allegations against any defendants other than

Bechtel Corporation and PB.

The Parties further stipulate that no claim or allegation other than those specifically



identified in this stipulation shall be dismissed at this time.

Relator, on behalf of himself, his heirs, successors, attorneys, agents, and assigns,

stipulates that the Bechtel Payment Amount and the PB Payment Amount set forth in the

Agreement and the terms and conditions described therein are fair, adequate, and reasonable

under all the circumstances, that he will not challenge the settlement pursuant to 31 U.S.C. §

3730(c)(2)(B) and M.G.L. c. 12 § 5D(3), and that he expressly waives the opportunity for a

hearing on any objection to the Agreement pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 3730(c)(2)(B) and M.G.L. c.

12 § 5D(3).

The Parties respectively request that the Court enter an order in the form of the attached,

proposed order.

Respectfully submitted,

ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES:

Dated: _________________

ON BEHALF OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS:

Dated: _________________

ON BEHALF OF RELATOR DANIEL JOHNSTON:

Dated: _________________



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

                                                                         
 
UNITED STATES and the
COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS ex rel. DANIEL E.
JOHNSTON,

Plaintiffs, 

v.

BECHTEL CORPORATION, PARSONS
BRINCKERHOFF QUADE & DOUGLAS,
INC., et al.

Defendants.
                                                                        

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 06-11379-GAO

[PROPOSED] ORDER OF PARTIAL DISMISSAL

 Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a)(1)(I), the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b)(1),

and the State False Claims Act, M.G.L. c. 12 § 5C(2), the United States, the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, and the Relator Daniel Johnston filed a Stipulation of Dismissal as to Claims

Against Bechtel Corporation (“Bechtel”) and Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.

(“PB”).  The United States and Massachusetts also filed a Notice of Intervention in Part as to

Claims Against Bechtel Corporation and Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas.  Upon due

consideration of the Stipulation, the Notice, and the papers on file in this action,

IT IS ORDERED that,

1. Consistent with the terms of the January __, 2008 Agreement between the United

States, Massachusetts, Relator, Bechtel, and PB, all civil monetary claims

asserted on behalf of the United States and Massachusetts against Bechtel and PB



shall be dismissed with prejudice.

2. No claim or allegation other than those as specifically identified in the stipulation

and herein shall be dismissed at this time.  This Order has no effect on claims or

allegations against any other defendants. 

IT IS SO ORDERED,

This _____ day of _____________, 2008. 

__________________________________
Honorable George A. O’Toole, Jr.
United States District Judge















PB AMERICAS, INC.'S CORPORATE COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
AGREEMENT

This Corporate Compliance Program Agreement ("CCPA") is made by and between PB

Americas, Inc. ("PB"), a New York Corporation with its principal place of business in New York,

New York, and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, acting through the Attorney General of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts (the "parties"). This CCPA is hereby made a part of the January

2008 Agreement among the parties and the United States, Bechtel Infrastructure Corp., and the

Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff Joint Venture concerning the Boston Central Artery/Tunnel Project

("Project Agreement of 2008").

PB has agreed to implement measures to augment its existing policies and procedures

relating to corporate ethics and quality assurance to address the issues giving rise to the Project

Agreement of 2008. Specifically, PB agrees to undertake the following:

1. Independent Review and Assessment:

a. PB will engage an outside law firm/audit firm, to be approved by the Executive

Office of Transportation of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts ("EOT") to engage in an

independent review of PB's current compliance policies and procedures for corporate business

ethics and quality assurance. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.

b. The outside auditors will prepare a report containing recommendations for

strengthening PB's existing compliance policies and procedures. The report shall include two classes

of recommendations:

i. Class 1 - Mandatory changes in order to comply with law; and

ii. Class 2 - Recommended changes in order to conform PB's practices with

best practice within the Architecture/Engineering ("A/E") industry to

enhance compliance.
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C. PB will agree to implement the Class 1 and 2 recommendations as soon as

reasonably possible.

d. The independent law firm/audit firm will prepare a follow-up report assessing PB's

implementation of the recommended changes within one year of the implementation of the Class 1

and Class 2 recommendations and recommending any necessary adjustments to the implementation.

2. Independent Audit Committee:

a. PB's Audit Committee currently is led by and comprised entirely of Outside

Directors. Currently, PB's Director of Internal Audit is appointed by and reports directly to the

Chairperson of the Audit Committee. PB will maintain these practices.

b. PB will amend the charter of the Internal Audit group to include review, audit and

monitoring of corporate compliance in relation to quality assurance policies, project procedures and

practices, and corporate integrity.

C. As part of that function, PB will establish procedures to institute an annual audit of

all PB projects over $100 million capital value where PB supplies field construction services.

d. PB will continue to provide the Audit Committee with a written report of all

significant issues discovered in project audits.

3. Training:

a. Ethics and Integrity Training:

i. PB will review its existing ethics and integrity training program and materials

and will develop a new program that will provide targeted training for US

and international personnel.

ii. The independent auditor described in paragraph 1 will review the training

program for compliance with law and best practice within the A/E industry

2
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iii. All PB employees will receive an annual minimum one hour ethics and

integrity training, which will be web-based and subject to verification that the

employee has undertaken the training.

b. Quality Assurance Training:

i. PB will review its existing quality assurance procedures. Based on that

review, PB will develop an improved quality assurance training program. At

the same time, PB will continue its ISO 9001 quality program. PB will

provide to EOT all independent ISO 9001 compliance audits performed on

PB's Massachusetts operations during the term of this Agreement.

U. The independent auditor described in paragraph 1 will review the quality

assurance training program for compliance with law and best practice within

the A/E industry.

iii. All PB construction inspectors will receive an initial minimum of two hours

quality assurance training and two hours annually thereafter.

C. Specific Project-Driven Engineering Training. PB will undertake specific actions

addressing specific lessons learned from the Boston Central Artery/Tunnel Project:

i. Consistent with the July 10, 2007 report of the NTSB, PB will adopt and

implement an anchor bolt design guide to prohibit the use of adhesive

anchors in sustained tensile-load applications where failure of the

adhesive would result in a risk to public safety.

ii. PB will adopt and implement a comprehensive design guide and standard

construction specification for concrete slurry wall systems. This design

guide and specification will incorporate the lessons learned from the

CA/T Project.
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iii. PB will adopt and implement a comprehensive design guide and standard

construction specification focused on water proofing and leak mitigation

for tunnels and underground structures.

iv. The Project-Driven Engineering Training documents described herein

will be available to all PB personnel through electronic and other means.

4. Addition of Quality Assurance and Corporate Ethics to PB's Existing Technical

Certification: PB, through its parent company's Career Development Committee, sponsors five

technical certification programs. These programs award individual employees with basic, senior or

principal level titles for achievement in their professional or technical specialty. The individuals are

judged by their technical expertise, industry recognition, career experience and past and current job

responsibilities. PB will incorporate into its internal technical certification programs the following

requirements: (a) Individual training record, and (b) Individual ethical behavior.

5. Project Quality Assurance and Involvement with -joint Ventures:

a. For any project in excess of $500 million capital value in which PB provides

substantial field construction services (defined as greater than 10 field inspectors /engineers

simultaneously), PB will assign (and if necessary on a non-reimbursable basis) a quality assurance

person/auditor (regardless of whether the project is a joint venture or is PB alone). This policy will

be applied to new projects as well as to existing projects.

b. PB will agree to enter joint ventures (whether by formation of a new entity or by

contract) only if the quality assurance policies and procedures implemented by the joint venture are

PB's policies and procedures or at least as stringent as PB's policies and procedures.

C. PB's Internal Audit group will conduct an annual audit of the quality assurance

policies, project procedures and practices on all major joint venture operations (defined as greater

than $100 million capital value) and report the results of the audit to the Audit Committee.
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6. Internal Review

PB shall participate in the internal review as described in paragraph 31 of the Project Agreement of

2008.

7. Certifications of Compliance with this Agreement.

PB shall certify annually to EOT in writing that it is in compliance with this Agreement as a

precondition to its submittal of any statement of qualifications, response to request for proposal,

bid, or similar solicitation for work by any public awarding authority within the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. If PB is unable to certify to EOT that it is in compliance with this Agreement, it will

state the reasons for noncompliance and actions taken to establish compliance.

8. Term of this Agreement:

This Agreement shall continue in effect for three years from the effective date of this Agreement.

Unless other term provisions are identified in individual paragraphs of this Agreement, all provisions

set forth herein shall continue for the term of this Agreement. This Agreement shall be deemed to

be a contract governed by and construed under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

9. Miscellaneous:

a. No third party rights are created by this Agreement except as stated herein. EOT

may assign the enforcement, benefits, and obligations of this Agreement to the Massachusetts

Turnpike Authority ("MTA"). PB acknowledges that MTA, and its successors or assigns, are third-

party beneficiaries of this Agreement.

b. Failure of PB to satisfy any material provision of this Agreement, or to satisfy

paragraph 31 of the Project Agreement, shall constitute a breach of this Agreement. If during the

course of this Agreement, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts acting through the Attorney

General of Massachusetts believes that PB is in breach of the Agreement, it shall immediately notify

PB in writing of the nature of the believed breach, and will provide PB a reasonable opportunity and

5
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time to respond and/or to propose a plan to cure. In the event that EOT reasonably determines

that PB has not initiated action to cure any such material breach within a reasonable time, EOT may

invoke the following remedies: precluding PB from bidding or seeking to participate on projects

within the Commonwealth; administrative action including debarment proceedings and stop work

orders; limiting involvement of specified PB employees in public contracts in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts; and any other available remedies.

C. This Agreement constitutes the complete agreement between the parties, and may

not be amended except by written instrument executed by all parties.

d. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which constitutes an

original and all of which constitute one and the same agreement.

6
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Executed by the duly authorized representatives of the Parties this 22nd day of January, 2008.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

By: Martha Coakley, Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
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PB Americas, Inc. f/k/a Parsons Brinkerhoff Quade and Douglas, Inc.

By: George J. Americas, Inc.Pier on President PB A

8
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Where the Funds 
Are From

Where the Funds 
Are Going

U.S. Government $23.5 Million 

CA/T Repair and  $414.9 Million

Maintenance 
Trust Fund

Central Artery and  $17 Million

Statewide Road &  
Bridge Infrastructure
Fund

City of Boston $1.8 Million

MA Turnpike  $700,000

Authority  

MBTA  $142,000

Whistleblower $150,000

Bechtel $357.1 Million

Infrastructure  
Corp.

Parsons  $50.0 Million

Brinckerhoff   

Owner Controlled $40.0 Million

Insurance Program
(“OCIP”)

Section Design  $11.1 Million

Consultants  

Total $458.2 Million



 
 
 
 

Big Dig $458.2 Million Global Agreement 

The following is an overview of the agreement between the United States, the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, the United States,  Bechtel/Parsons Brinckerhoff, and certain other contractors, 
announced on January 23, 2008. 

• Global resolution of criminal and civil claims.  The agreement resolves all pending criminal and 
civil claims by the federal government and the Commonwealth involving Bechtel, PB, and the 
SDCs, including potential charges relating to the July 10, 2006 ceiling collapse, defects in slurry 
wall construction, use of out-of-specification concrete by certain contractors, failure to disclose 
financial information, and various cost recovery matters for deficient work. 

o The agreement does not release Bechtel, PB or the SDCs from liability for potential future 
problems that are not related to specific pending claims (i.e., discovery of a new problem 
with the Zakim Bridge).  

o The Commonwealth will dismiss pending lawsuits against these defendants. 

o The Commonwealth agrees not to seek debarment of Bechtel and PB based on the covered 
conduct. 

• Total payment of $458.2 million.  Bechtel, Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB), and 24 Section Design 
Consultants (SDCs) agree to pay a total of $458.2 million, including interest.  A full breakdown of 
payments and where the funds will go is attached. 

• Funds for Big Dig repair and maintenance.  $414.9 million of the funds will be placed into a new 
state Central Artery/Tunnel Project Repair and Maintenance Trust Fund to provide for future non-
routine repairs and maintenance of the Project.  Another $17 million will be placed in the state’s 
Central Artery and Statewide Road and Bridge Infrastructure Fund to be used for Big Dig or other 
road and bridge purposes throughout the Commonwealth.  

• Reopener for future catastrophic events.  If a future catastrophic event relating to the Big Dig 
causes more than $50 million in damages, the federal and state governments retain the right to sue 
Bechtel and PB.  For the next 10 years (through October 2017), Bechtel and PB waive their right to 
statute of limitations and other time-based procedural defenses to a catastrophic event claim.  If the 
government sued based on a future catastrophic event, damages would be capped at $100 million 
per event and the suit would be resolved by binding arbitration. 

• Project safety review.  Under the agreement, Bechtel and PB will conduct an internal review to 
determine whether any design, construction or material defects existed as of 2005 that may be 
expected to pose a significant public safety risk or cause a future catastrophic event.  Within 180 
days, senior company officers will submit a written report of the review. 

• Corporate compliance agreements.  As part of the agreement, Bechtel and PB both agree to full 
reviews of their corporate business ethics and quality assurance programs, in order to strengthen 
those programs, improve ethics and quality training for employees, and prevent the types of lapses 
that occurred on the Big Dig from happening again in future projects. 

• Public findings on contractor responsibility.  The agreement includes a Statement of Facts 
concerning Bechtel and PB’s conduct and their responsibility for the tunnel ceiling collapse, slurry 
wall defects, and other Big Dig problems.  The Statement of Facts does not address the culpability 
of other entities, including Powers Fasteners, Inc. 
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